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Carlton Models 3500 and 6500 offer economical solutions to your stump cutter needs. These
affordable machines couple the ruggedness of a Canton with field-proven Wisconsin gasoline
engines. Carlton machines are an unmatched value, offering a quick return on your investment
and the solid construction to make them one of your best profit centers.
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OUTLOOK
It's Never Too Late
to Plan Ahead

"p

Tree Care Industry
Publisher

Robert Felix
Business is good in the residential/commercial tree care world.
Sales are up. No one has enough people to get all the work done,
and, in a few weeks, you will enter the last quarter of the year. Are
you ready?
Do you have a plan to make the last quarter your most profitable
ever? Are you looking ahead? Do you know where you are going
to be at the end of the year? What about 1997? When are you going
to start planing for next year?
My intent isn't to badger you or remind you of all the details left
unattended to during the busy season. No doubt many of you, after
reading the above, will say, "Give me a break, Bob. It has been a
tough haul for the past nine months. I need some R & R."
Too many will say, "I'm doing great. My bills are paid. I have
money in the bank. I don't have anything to worry about."
All that may well be true for your business. I've said for years
that "Tree men make money in spite of themselves." That's not all
bad. After all, what's wrong with success?
On the other hand, why leave success to chance? Why not take
the trouble to be prepared? Come to TCI EXPO '96 in Charlotte in
November. The trade show, the largest assembly of suppliers to
the tree care industry (Toys 'R' Us For Tree People) is FREE. The
seminars provide learning opportunities for owners, managers, sales
reps and field personnel. There are pesticide applicator recertification credits as well as ISA recertification credits available and, if
you register early, you can save money on the seminars. The more
people you bring along from your company, the less expensive seminar registrations become.
You can't lose. See you in Charlotte in November!
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Robert Felix, Publisher
TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment.
We strive to serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and
utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the care and maintenance of trees. The
official publication of the non-profit National Arborist Association, we vow to sustain the
same uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the field, who adhere
to the highest professional practices worldwide.
Copyright 1996 by the National Arborist Association. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission
is prohibited. The National Arborist Association is privileged to lead commercial arboriculture into the 21st century. Reference to
commercial products or brand names in editorial does not constitute an endorsement by Tree Care Industry magazine or the National
Arborist Association. Tree Care Industry (ISSN 1059-0528) is published monthly by the National Arborist Association. P.O. Box 1094,
Amherst. NH 03031-1094. Subscriptions $30 per year (Canadian/International orders $45 per year, U.S. funds; $2.50 per single copy).
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The Buckingham Model 1391 Pinnacle Saddle
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"Pinnacle" Climbing Saddle puts you on top day after day.
• Make your climbing day safe and a pleasure!

More comfortable and versatile than any 4 Dee Ring Saddle you have ever used.
• Lightweight with wide back support
• The seat strap is constructed of a combination semi-rigid fiberglass batten and padding
to prevent leg pinching!

• Friction or Tongue Buckle
• Designed by professionals in
conjunction with Buckingham
Mfg. Co., Inc.

•Bishop Company,

Whittier CA
24 Hr. FAX (310) 698-2238
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Arborist Chain Saws:
Explore All The Options
hi Kcii Pilni€'i

Professional chain saws are safer. lighter and more powerful
than ever before. but the chain saw is only half of the equation.
The knowledge gained through safety and productivity training
is equally as significant. It is a mistake to assume that all one
needs to operate a chain saw safely and productively is basic instruction. There are over 100 reported chain saw-related injuries
in the U.S. every day! Experience is a good teacher. but it can be
a very painful and expensive way to learn. Proper chain saw training can save your company very costly lessons, as well as reward
you with safer. more efficient operations.
Today's tree care operations depend
upon state-of-the-art chain saws to accomplish diverse tasks. Whether a company's
-.
focus is on tree health care, utility line clearance, or tree removal, it is very important to
0'
have the chain saws that fit your needs.
An Arborist needs a small, well balanced saw that can be carried into the tree
tops with relative ease. It must be light, yet
powerful. It must be rugged and easy to use
in awkward positions, yet it must be affordable. Numerous manufacturers offer small top handle chain saws.
In recent years we have enjoyed incredible advances in chain saw
ergonomics, power and performance.
Top handle saws are not designed for one handed operation.
The top-mounted rear handle design provides better balance. more
maneuverability and reduced weight. These features are very
important where the operator must work in restrictive positions
in a tree. The top handle saw is designed with short wrist movements and extended arms in mind. Light weight and a good powerto-weight ratio reduce operator fatigue.
The Arborist that performs large limb and tree removal needs
a larger, more powerful saw that can be used aloft when necessary. Balance. weight. ease of starting and reliability are critical.

__

The size and power range suggested is 2.5 to 3.5 cubic inches
and 3.0 to 5.0 hp.
The medium-size saw is also a great work-horse for the
ground crew, though many climbers prefer that saws intended for
use in the tree be saved for that purpose in order to insure continuous productivity in the tree.
If large removals are part of your company's forte, it is important to have at least one large chain saw with enough horsepO\\ er to carr\ a long guide bar and chain while maintaining the
power needed to finish the job. Every Arborist with large tree removal experience
' knows the frustration of lost time at the
iump due to inadequate saw power or bar
length for the finish cut. A 5.5 to 7.5 cubic
inch, 6.5 to 9.5 hp saw will provide the power
to tackle the longer bar needs.

I

Never operate a chain saw without an
operable chain brake, throttle interlock and
chain catcher. These three important safety
features are available on most chain saws
today. and have been known to reduce the
frequency and severity of injuries during tree worker operations.
Other feature to look for is an anti-vibration system that isolates
the operator's hands from engine and chain guide bar vibration.
This can reduce fatigue considerably, and fatigue is a major cause
of chain saw operator accidents.
Always use proper personal protective equipment (PPE) hard hat, eye. ear, leg and foot protection - when operating chain
saws.
Having the right saws for the job will save time and energy.
It's no secret that the right tools for the job will pay for themselves many times over.
See von at the top!
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GOES THROUGH OUR NEW CHIPPER.
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1800. The drum brush chipper

that shoots out large limbs faster than
you can say increased productivity. With
dual vertical feed rollers. Optional
Auto-Feed" II system. And horse-

Exclusive dual vertical feed
oilers automatically adjust
I) limbs up to 18" (46 cm)
in diameter, dramatically
'peeding Uf) productivity. *

power that's out of this world.
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Why Wait Decades
for a Finished Landscape?
By Mark Garvin

T

Up, Up
and Away
Crews break down
and load the giant tree
spade for its next assignment—Lowry Air
Force Base in Colorado. The 2,000-acre
facility, which was ordered closed, is to
become a mixed-use
development. The giant spade will help the
community save the
trees throughout the
base that were planted
40-60 years ago.
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he cheers have faded, the last anthems played and athletes from around the world
have left Atlanta for their own countries. As the sun sets over the Centennial
Olympic Park, its dying rays filter through the living, growing leaves of a 100year-old pecan tree that was plucked,
transported and planted by Environmental Design/Instant Shade of Houston.
The image of this tree—broadcast almost
daily to every corner of the globe in the after math of the tragic bombing—serves as silent
recognition that teenage gymnasts are not the
only ones who have arrived on the world stage.
Environmental Design, a small company with
the world's largest tree spade, is making its
mark and earning praise in the field of mechanical transplanting.
Environmental Design is owned and operated by Tom Cox, a 40-year-old Houston native
with a knack for marketing and a global vision
for his business. "We sell results," he explains.
"All that matters to us is to have surviving patients. It doesn't matter if people took care of
the trees or insects hit them or somebody
changed the grade. All that matters is a
good result to the end user—even if it is
their negligence that caused a problem.
We have to find techniques and communications skills that provide results."
Cox credits his father with sparking his
entrepreneurial spirit at an early age. One
of the elder Cox's many small-business
- . '..
concerns was a nursery. Before they were
teenagers, Tom and his younger brother
•
David began selling roses for 50 cents a
- .
bunch on the street. Their first day, they
cleared $9, and a businessman was born.
• _________ Before they reached high school, they had
30 neighborhood children working for
them, and the brothers were making hundreds of dollars a day selling flowers on
- • .
street corners.
That early success is never far from
Cox's mind, and he credits his young days
•
-" •• • i,...
as an entrepreneur more than his formal
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Setting
Standards
Among the innovations pioneered by
Environmental Design
is a steel-boxing technique that maintains
its structural integrity
while allowing crews
j to tilt the tree on its
side for easier
maneuvering under utility lines. The company also developed
several techniques for root pruninq and restrictinq roots.

education for his achievements today. While still in college, he
convinced several executives at Exxon to invest some of their personal money in a greenhouse operation. He bought 60,000 square
feet of space and began growing indoor tropical plants. In the 1970s,
sales of indoor tropical plants were booming and the business grew along
with the trend. Among his early clients were Safeway supermarkets and
some of the major gardening centers around Houston.
This was his first up-close encounter with corporate America, and Cox
watched how larger companies operated—especially in the area of marketing. He also discovered for the first time how difficult it sometimes
becomes to chase down accounts payable. He and his street-corner em-

4

Cultivating Creativity
Beside the 40-story office building that houses BMC
Software the owner wanted a place where the software designers could come down out of their glass
tower to relax and think. Trees were surveyed by helicopter, then Inspected more closely on the ground.
The Idea was to plant 48 pines on a perfect grid, creating a "zone of contemplation.'

.

ployees had always operated on a strictly cash basis.
In 1975, he met a developer who hired him to landscape
a new shopping center. Cox had no real expertise in landscaping ("I had never even thrown an azalea into the
ground."), but he agreed to take on the $250.000 contract
anyway.
He hired a few high school kids and college buddies, and
went to work. His day would start with classes at Texas A
& M, followed by several hours of work at his greenhouse.
Then it was off to Houston—about 60 miles away—to dig
and plant at the shopping center.
"We would work from about
three until midnight landscaping
that shopping center," Cox recalls.
"Thank God we had a lenient landscape architect that we could push
around a little bit while we learned
the process."
To complete the project, he
t bought a number of oak trees that
were moved by a mechanical tree
spade. "I watched the process and
how quickly it was done. It looked
to me that this was a business that
would grow. Also, at $400 apiece
for four-inch diameter trees, it
..
v
seemed as if this was the highest
profit end of the business."
Shortly thereafter, he bought his
first tree spade, a Vermeer 44. Houston was booming at the
time, with residential and commercial development springing up everywhere. True to his entrepreneurial spirit, Cox
went about marketing his services in a different way.
"We went to a couple of developers and sold them considerably bigger trees than were being offered in containers
or balled and burlapped. We made those larger trees the focal
point of the landscape, so that these new developments had
a finished-looking landscape. We sold the landscape as a
loss leader and the trees as a profit leader. We would plant
three or four nice trees on a lot for a good profit, then put
the plants and grass in at cost. It worked like a champ."
Prospective home buyers came out
and saw fully landscaped lots. Developers were happy because larger
trees made their developments distinctive.
Keep in mind that Cox was still in
coiiege at we time. ne did run into
some resistance from skeptical developers, who wondered who this kid
was that promised results. Cox
found, however, that the architects
were more of a problem than developers.
"The home builders paid for results. You did the work first, and then
you got paid. If it didn't work, they
didn't pay. And that happened. That
is how we learned, how we honed
our techniques over time."

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - SEPTEMBER 1996
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TREE-MENDOUS TRANSPLANTING

200 yr. old Oak tree weighing
600 000 Lbs. 36' diameter rootball.

50' tall Ponderosa pine being
moved 3 miles.
_
J

.. -..

50, 100 yr. old Pecan being moved for
1996 Olympic games in AtFanta.

Worlds largest Hydraulic Tree Spade. Capable of
moving trees up to 28" in diameter. Machine digs
a 14' ball, 7' deep.

.

.J4f

48" diameter live oak for Grand Casino
in Gulfport, MS.

FOR YOUR
LARGE TREES AND TREE
TRANSPLANTING, CALL
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN!
INSTANT SHADE
We specialize in transplanting and supplying fully mature specimen trees. 20 years
of satisfied clients include: City of Houston, Disney, Exxon, Wal-Mart, IBM, Brown
& Root, U.S. Forest Service, University of
Arizona, Rice University, Phillips Petroleum,
New Orleans Levee District, Olympic Centennial Park, Grand Casino Corp., and
Castlerock Entertainment.
Reforestation of Dead Wood, SD
mountain for Kevin Costner's Dunbar
Resort project.

24" Specimen Pin Oak supplied in a
16' X 16' box.

We produce a
finished-looking landscape
that makes developments
distinctive!
...

For Commercial
and Residential Projects

23556 COONS ROAD • TOMBALL, TEXAS 77375 • (713) 376-4260

NATIONWIDE SERVICE: 1-800-376-4260
Please circle 26 on Reader Service Card
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Dances With Pines
High in the Black Hills above
Deadwood, S.D., Kevin
Costner is building the
Dunbar Resort. Not far from
the location where he f 11 med
"Dances With Wolves,"

01

Twenty years ago, landscape architects
were not fully convinced that mechanical
par excellence with a casino
transplantation of large trees worked. Cox
and golf course The mouncredits another Houston native, Steve
tain
rubble pile Environmental
Clark, with convincing developers to take
Design is taking fully mature
a chance. Clark started with small trees,
ponderosa pines from an
then moved on to larger ones.
adjoining property and mov"He really deserves the credit for being
ing them to the mountaintop. During the course of this three-year project, Environmental
the one who first convinced skeptics to try
Design will plant in excess of 2,000 trees, so that by the end the hill will look like the
to save larger trees,"says Cox.
rest of the Black Hills. This project has garnered so much attention locally that a South
Clark may have been persuasive, but
Dakota radio station provided regular "Tree Updates" as the giant ponderosas made
solid results sold the technique. "We contheir way down the highway.
vinced the homebuilders, who were able
to sell the houses because the mature
trees gave the landscape a very different
look," Cox remembers. "Over time, a
number of architects came to accept the technology. They set the standard for requiring
larger trees on their jobs. Developers saw it as a better bang for their buck over container
trees or burlapped trees. We were selling trees for S400 that they couldn't buy in a container for twice that amount."
Also. Environmental Design
had established an enviable
record for reliability. "People
knew that if a tree died, we would
be there to replace it," states Cox.
In addition to making a profit
and running a growing business.
Cox discovered one other thing:
People like to save trees.
"It's not just the rich who are
//
trying to save trees—it's every\
body," he relates. "That is why
we are spending larger portions of our gross income on research and development, so that we can continue to have a mechanized way to bring down
the cost of moving bigger trees."
..

Lakes at Parkway
An old farm outside of
Houston had live oak approaching 20 inches in
diameter planted on a grid.
All the trees would have
been lost when the developer raised the grade to
drain the subdivision. Environmental Design moved
75 of them with the big
spade from one part of the
development to another for
$2,000 apiece. The developer could have spent
hundreds of thousands of
dollars on new landscaping. Instead, for $150,000, this development now has a beautiful,
tree-lined boulevard serving as a signature entrance.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - SEPTEMBER 1996
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New Techniques
In developing his unique business, Cox
looked at the techniques that had been used
in the past. Some he adopted, including
round-balling using steel plates and scaledup versions of hand-digging trees.
"We learned the basics that everyone
learns in the landscape business—how
important the grade is; how trees need to
be well drained; proper soil pH; basic nutritional needs. Learning those
physiological requirements determines
success."
Cox and his crews absorbed the essentials of large tree transplanting by trial and
error. ("We killed enough trees to learn

Co ver
Story
Centennial
Olympic Park
The organizers of the Olympic
Games were looking for a company that could transplant a
100-year-old tree as a centerpiece for a new park built to
commemorate the 100 years of
the modern Olympics. Environmental Design found an
80-foot, 1 00-year-old pecan tree
with a 30-foot diameter root ball
that weighed approximately
500,000 pounds. The tree was
moved about 1,000 yards from
land that was being condemned. It took two weeks and
cost $70,000.

10

what not to do.") Sometimes
they had to keep a tree alive
longer than expected because a
development was behind
(. schedule. They would notice
that a tree had grown six inches
of new roots while in limbo.
Naturally, they tried to determine what worked and what
didn't in encouraging ahealthy
waiting p eriod. Over the years,
I Y1
they developed processes and
4
.
techniques to improve their
chances for success.
J
...
.. ...
We have the ultimate empirical knowledge stresses
_Cox. "We have planted enough
trees, in enough different ways, through enough hardiness zones to know what doesn't work.
We know the proper techniques, watering, spraying, et cetera.
"There is no strict recipe published by anybody about the proper way to transplant large
trees. It's something you have to learn. Even if you follow basic criteria, the site is important
to consider, so is the feel of the earth. So much depends on the moisture capacity of the soil
and the humidity of the day. There is nothing as good as going out and feeling the root ball to
see if the tree needs to be watered again.
"You can't tell someone how to care for trees. You can't prescribe fertilizer from afar.
Despite the body of knowledge about the size of roots that can be cut, you have to see it for
yourself and learn."
As the business developed, Cox noted a demand to move larger and larger trees. It soon
became obvious that a mechanized approach was needed if the cost were to remain reasonable

.
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1985-1992 Just In 8 Chippers

.

,Ah,

$6,900 + up

ndiDrum Style, Diesel Chippers,
Wood Chuck and Brush Bat.

_~Abj&
,

1987 FORD ........................$32,000

1989 GMC V8....................$29,500 1979 F700 3208CAT ..........S22,500

6.6 Diesel. 5 Spd 2 Spd w 52' Reach All

Auto w/ 48' Hi-Ranger.

5 Spd 2 Spd w/ Asplundh LR50 & Chip
Box. 5 other LR45's & LR50's Available.

Bucket.

r

f71

1986 GMC 3208CAT..........$26,500 1984 GMC 3208CAT .......... $26 500 1981 Ford F700 .................$17,900
3 Spd. 20 ft. Steel Bed w Barco Model
8OBOC Log Loader

8.2 Diesel. Auto. 12' Flat Bed. Lift Gate
and 4.5 Ton HAP Knuckle Boom. 3 other
Knuckle Booms in stock.

5 Spd 2 Spd w Asplundh LR50 2 mar;
basket.

1989 Ford ...........................$39,500
(We also buy surplus tree trucks) Call for 6.6 Diesel 6 Spd With 48' Reach All Bucket.

Chip Body Dumps ....... lOin stock

1980 Intl Tandem .............$39,500

our current list

466 Diesel 10 Spd w: 1 3Ton Effer Knuckle
Boom 82' Side Reach.
.

.

.

1990 mt 4700 & 4900.. Call for list

1989 Ford F800 .................$47,900

Chassis & Cabs Some w Van Bodies & Lift 4x4 7.8 Diesel. 50' ALTEC.

Gates.

n
See us at
TOP EXPO
'96!
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enough to appeal to a broader market.
"We developed a reusable steel boxing technique with a self-loading trailer for a project
for BMC Software," Cox relates. "In the past,
people would build elaborate wooden boxes
that didn't have the structural integrity to tilt
over on their sides."
With a year to prepare for the project,
they used several different techniques for
root pruning and restricting the roots, so
that they had a virtually
containerized tree that
would fit into their
newly designed steel
container. The root regrowth was saved in
the transplanting process. They also tried
different fabrics to
achieve the combination of root confinement and growth that is
desired. They tried cardboard, soil separator
cloth, plastic and various other materials that
had different moisture and air permeability. In
the end, they found that plastic worked best.

Cover
Story

The next generation of giant tree
spade will dig a 35-cubic yard ball
of soil and lift 1 million pounds.

"We have an angled root pruner that
tapers at the same angle as the box," Cox
explains. "We root pruned the trees, then
we put the materials that we were testing
on the outside of the trench. Finally, we
backfilled with the soil that had come out
of the trench. The trencher was six inches
wide, so we had six inches of potential new
root growth in that buffer zone. We were
able to test all of our materials and apply
the results to our next job."
Cox and company didn't make a lot of
money moving larger trees at first, but they
found that the same physiological principles applied—just on a bigger scale. It
became more of a mechanical engineering
issue than one of tree physiology. They
learned that big trees are very resilient, and
after a few setbacks, raised their survival
rate for big trees to equal to or greater than
the rate for small trees.

Pushing the Limits
As the business grew and Houston's
boom faded along with the oil industry, Environmental Design's crews traveled to
Washington, DC, and the upper Midwest.

GET THE ARBORTECH ADVANTAGE...
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Big or small, Arbortech makes a body to fit your
company's needs. Arbortech Chip Bodies save you
money and increase your efficiency, giving you an
advantage over your competition. Arbortech offers
a full line of tree care bodies, including convertible
UTV (Utility Tree Vehicle) bodies that serve triple
duty, chip bodies in a wide range of sizes and
configurations, and accessories to customize your
vehicle. Give yourself the Arbortech Advantage call today.

1-800-255-5115
Arbortech Sales & Service
The difference is quality.

4

INTERNATIONAL gOCJETY

OFARBORICU LTURE

:RBORT E C Hfl

(#)

ARBORTECH - 3203 W. Old Lincoln Way - Wooster, OH 44691 - (216) 264-4266 - FAX: (216) 264-0891
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THE ALL NEW
SERIES TREE CUTTERS

FROM BROWN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

---.-
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-

WHETHER YOU ARE RE-CLEARING POWER LINE RIGHTS OF WAY, OR JUST CLEARING YOUR LAND OF
STUBBORN BRUSH AND SMALL STANDS OF TREES,

THE 2000 SERIES TECHNOLOGY BRINGS YOU THE RIGHT MACHINE FOR THE RIGHT JOB
"NEVER. BEFORE HAS SO MUCH SAFETY AND VERSATILITY BEEN DESIGNED INTO ONE MACHINE"

IM B Ko~w 141'

rAANUFAC1URING CORPRATIH

For more information and a FREE brochure on the 2000 series or other Brown products, call 1-800-633-8909

Co ver
story
That was when the big tree moving por tion of the business really got underway.
In 1993, Environmental Design bought
Instant Shade Trees, a Houston company
run by another pioneer in the big tree mov ing business, Al Korenek. Instant Shade
came with a great reputation and signifi-

GRAPPLES FOR
TRACTORS &
SK1DSTEERS
• Save Time
• Use labor more efficiently
• Increase productivity
• Use existing equipment
more effectively
The most effective, durable
and versatile grapple
attachments in the industry.
Gather brush, logs and other
debris and move to chipping
or hauling points on building
sites, right-of-ways, and other
removal projects.

cant machinery, including the world's largest tree spade.
"They were the cutting edge," states
Cox. "He had the giant tree spade built
himself. The next largest tree spade digs a
four-cubic-yard ball of soil. Ours digs a 20cubic-yard ball of soil."
In a large steel fabricated building that
houses the offices of Environmental
Design's headquarters outside Houston, the
next generation of giant tree spade is taking shape. When finished, the newest tree
spade will dig a 35-cubic-yard ball. "We
can build the spade," says Cox with confidence, "but can we get the tree down the
road? That will be the challenge."
The company's first big job in Washington was for IBM Federal Systems. The
company was building a new office complex outside of the beltway and the area had
150-year-old trees that were protected by
restrictive tree ordinances. The people and
the government were not willing to lose
those trees for another concrete structure.
Cox has found that though there is often initial resistance to saving and moving
large trees, corporate executives usually
feel really good about saving trees. By the
end, everyone is congratulating themselves
and agreeing that it is a wonderful thing.
Environmental Design has had a small
role in history. Castle Rock Entertainment is making a movie about civil rights
leader Medger Evers. Part of the filming
was on location at his house in Jackson,
Miss., where he was assassinated. His
widow planted a tree there in his

"An architect once came to
me and said, 'I had a vision
about how I want this to
look.' Whenever anyone
says this, be careful because you know you have a
task on your hands. Immediately raise your price."

Tom Cox
memory, and in order for the film to be
historically correct, the 24-inch diameter
oak had to be moved. It was transplanted
to a new memorial and museum that was
built in his honor. In the process of filming, Castle Rock wanted the driveway on
which he had been slain to be moved as
well and then put back after filming.
When the big tree spade hits the road, it
becomes something of a road show. Environmental Design takes its specialized
equipment down the Interstate in company
trucks. Some items, such as cranes, are
rented. The crews travel with the equipment, often spending weeks at a time on
the road.
"Sometimes, we hire local labor, but we
are so particular about how trees, branches

CARBIDE TIPPED

STUMP CUTTERS

a)
0
C

'-"S

% I P

HODGES STUMP
CUTTER

I1

NEW SMART
POCKETS

a)

ANDIL

C)

R.H.L.H. ST. R.H.
THREADED
STUMP CLAW TEETH STUMP
CUTTER
ECONO
#750122

B-11-C
For More Information call -

800-587-66S6

R.H. ST. L.H.
REGULAR (STD.)
B-i-C

See usatTCl EXPO '96!

ImpleMax
ImpleMax Equipment Co., Inc.
Bozeman, Montana

T2
1

V
ROUND
R EVERSIBLE
POCKETS

23325 Blackstone Warren, MI 48089-2675
810/758-5574 800/421-5985 fax 810/ 758-7829

Now Manufacturing and Distributing "STUMP CLAW TEETH"
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STUMP CLAW >"
POCKETS

Buy from the Original Manufacturer
Border City Tool & Manufacturing Co.
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3rass, bushes. es , even trees Husqvarna has the pov:er equipment to get

he job done. H fact. .iIth Husky. you get the most complete selecton of

la,, -,, n and garden equipment of any major brand. You get Husky's exclusive features such

as Air Injection v;hich lets you viork longer betiieen filter cleanings; Smart Start for

Hukraro
K-qw-

zk

smooth. easy starts. and LorVib for one of the lamest vibration ratings in the market. You

get quality based on a 307-year tradition of excellence. Call 1-800-HUSKY-62. and you get

our free catalog along v,, Ith dealer locator information. Find out about the Superior Value of

Husqvarna. If you have a yard. vie have something for it.

NOTHING WORKS

Please circle 33 on Reader Ser ice Card

8 Husqvarna
LIKE A HUSKY

and root balls are handled that we prefer
to send our own people," says Cox. "Successfultransplanting is surgical. The root
ball must be completely intact all the way
down to the feeder roots. The slightest bit
of structural irregularity results in a lessthan-desirable transplant. We are picky.
We don't want someone out there who is
yanking roots with backhoes. That is part
of the reason why our survival rate for large

VEHSAEIFI.

Continued on page 17
See us at
TCI EXPO
'96 1

Call for
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Tree care professionals know "down-time"
costs money - that's why
J
more VERSALIFTS go
U U1T ______
into the field every month.
I W!JL.)
Low maintenance, long
life, dependable service, and now 60-foot working height is
yours with the VERSALIFTVO-55! Here's your chance to get
the best aerial device available at a down-to-earth price.
Standard features include continuous rotation, start/stop, full
pressure hydraulic controls and more.
VERSALIFT ...your next aerial lift!

Write, call or fax
for a quick quote

010

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

P.O. Box20368 • Waco, Texas 76702.0368 *Phone 817- 776 -0900 • Fax817-776 -7531
Please circle 64 on Reader Service Card
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Root Balls and Beach Balls
At the Grand Casino in Gulfport and
Biloxi, Miss., Environmental Design
moved the heaviest tree that has ever
been moved-690,000 pounds. The casinos wanted to expand into an area with a
prominent canopy of mature trees on the
water's edge. These trees are live oak
between 100 and 200 years old. The residents and the city were hesitant to let the
hotels expand if it meant losing these
trees. A compromise was reached
whereby the casinos paid to build a public park and have the trees moved to that
park across the street on the beach.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - SEPTEMBER 1996

For Albiez Insurance,
please circle 1 on Reader Service Card

Cover
rtory
trees is 95 to 98 percent. depending on soil
conditions."

Costs
Cox describes big tree transplanting as
a "bang for your buck deal." The typical
alternatives in the past have been to plant
balled and burlapped trees. Now, the industry has matured a bit to where
containerized trees are the standard. The
alternative that Environmental Design offers is a fully mature tree. Cox sells his
services by telling developers that he can
deliver a tree large enough to have a picnic under right away.
Environmental Design charges roughly
S2.000 to move a 20-inch diameter tree
from one part of a development to another.
A larger tree can be delivered for $10,000.
The truly big projects? Try $50,000 a tree.
Cox argues that this is a wise investment.
"It is not uncommon for a developer building an upscale community to spend
hundreds of thousands of dollars on brick
fences, water features and different types
of small trees. We can supply a tree with a
40 foot canopy for $10,000.
"To spend the kind of money it takes to
put a mature landscape in place makes
more sense than putting a fountain or brick
va11 or other man-made structure in that
place. And trees seem to be as well recei\ ed. -

potential. "When I first started in this business, I would go out with a 44-inch tree
spade and we would attract a crowd. People
just could not believe that we could move
trees of that size. Even with the smaller
spades that we have—the Big John SOs and
90s—it is common for people to stop and
applaud. Crowds always gather to watch,
which gives me the gut feeling that this
market is bigger than anything we have
seen thus far. Not just domestically. but on
a global basis.
He hasn't done much business outside

ecause sometimes even the latest complete 140-page
American Arhonst Supplies catalog isn't enough.
The Arborsonic Decay Detector.
See us at
TCI EXPO
196!

it

The arborists solution for:

For Albiez Insurance,
please circle 1 on Reader Service Card

flic

r

Discovery.
Designed to
reveal
decay not
apparent
from
external
insuection.

Xe

Individual Hardwood or
Softwood Tree Inspection
Large Scale Surveys

Commercial Evaluations of
Standing and Felled Timber
Selection of Trees on
Development Sites

and Still Growing
Environmental Design is a family affair.
with Tom Cox serving as owner and chairman of the board, brother David as vice
president and brother-in-law David Marks
as president. The company now has 35
employees, with seven crews roaming the
country. And Cox, ever the entrepreneur,
has plans to expand. He wants to set up
regional centers around the country affiliated with top tree care professionals who
know the landscape architects and consultants in their area and who understand the
physiological aspects of tree care. His business is growing rapidly, but he doesn't
think he has even begun to tap the market's

of the country, but calls are beginning to
come in. "The techniques of tree transplanting are in the Dark Ages in most parts
of this country and in most parts of this
world. There is a tremendous demand for
it in Europe and in the Far East. We will
establish a beachhead over there in a logical spot, hopefully affiliated with people
who have been in the tree business for a
long time.
"Our market is limited only by
people's knowledge that big trees can be
moved."
TCI

Based on Proven Technology in use
worldwide for Utility Pole Testing
invaluable tool
for hazard tree
assessment;

.......

unecessa:-
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An American Legend
Will Return
'4.

eorge Ware, emeritus dendrologist for the Morton Arboretum in
Lisle, IL, has donated 27 disease-resistant hybrid elm trees to the
city of Macomb and Western Illinois University. Ware has been
working on the development and selection of new disease-resistant elm species at the arboretum
since the late 1960s.
Associate professor Tom Green,
who worked for the Morton Arboretum prior to his current appointment, helped
Ware test and screen the new species and hy brids for natural resistance to Dutch elm
disease.
"Macomb was hit by the disease in the late
1950's and lost a large percentage of its community forest," said Tim Howe, a certified
arborist and community forestry research associate. "Despite the loss of trees associated
with the outbreak more than 35 years ago, a
surprisingly large number of elm trees manFOX
aged to survive until last year when the disease
AFFORDABLE
hit again destroying more than 300 community trees."
PORTABLES
Howe added that several dozen elm trees
have
already been infected this year as the
Quick Action!
disease outbreak continues, and a number a
In 9 minutes a
residents have gone to great efforts and ex30" stump is removed
pense in an attempt to save their favorite shade
—12" deep
trees.

G

"The disease-resistant hybrids are from
the Arboretum's research nursery. These
trees aren't yet available through commer cial tree nurseries. They were developed
by Ware from species native to the Far
East. Asiatic elms were cross-pollinated
with other elm species and tested for disease-resistance.
Macomb mayor Tom Carper, who
serves on the state's Urban and Community Forestry Task Force with Ware, stated:
"We'll use the trees the way they should
be used and they will be well-cared for.
This town is interested in its trees, and the
residents should be excited over the return
of the elm to the community."

tJ
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• 31 year old design
• Up to 25 HP Kohler
engine
• Many safety features

1-800-94-ARBOR( 27267

)

The ONLY number you need to remember for...

Demo Video Available
Financing Available
Customer Comments on Request
CALL RIGHT NOW
To Order Call (800) 94-ARBOR
or Fax/24 hrs (916) 944-4487

(219) 696-1440
P0 Box 6 • Lowell, IN 46356

.4.
'-

VIS

We ship UPS
VISA & M/C ACCEPTED

••

7627 Fair Oaks Blvd.
Carmichael, CA 95608
Hours 7:3Opm-5pm • M-F
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THIS BIG TURBO KNOCKS
THE WIND OUT OF THE COMPETITION

Jonsered invented the Turbo system in 1987. This Jonsered innovation delivered what every
logger was looking for: non-stop, full-bore performance all day long, with less maintenance
\JONSERED
2041 TURBO
and downtime.
Our latest development is the 2083 Turbo. A real cutter's saw, with great balance and hand_P
lin malightweight — yet ru ed—desi n.Thesixhorsepower en ineturnsfast,
with blazing chain speed and plenty of low-end lugging power to go along. And there's a
JONSERED
decompression valve for easy starts, an inertia brake, a rugged steel spring AV system and
2040 TURBO
/
" the Swedish-built quality that Jonsered is famous for.
While ordinary saws are catching their breath, a Jonsered Turbo just keeps on cutting.
p
See the latest advancement in professional chain saw design - the 2083 Turbo - at your JonseJONSERED
red dealer.
2036 TURBO
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Imported & Distributed bs: Tilton Equipment Compan y . St. Paul, MN. Rye, NH. Alpharetta, GA. Little Rock, AR. 1-800-447-1152.
Distributed in the Western States by: SCOTSCO Inc., 11101 SE 84th Avenue, Suite B, Clackamas, Oregon 97015-9733.
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\lILII -l- Ifl't_LtlLi(.k is appli e d to the '.iI either as a dieliLli or an lIlleLti()I1 f.ik.ii up tIl1()1t'4h the
ro ots, it is tt-icn tranIoLated throughout the plant to pro vides eason-long c\'ctcnic protection against in s e c t
pest',. So even the windiest autumn day is perfe c t fo r an ornamental insecticide soil applicatio n that will last
tIlfl)UgilOUt the following year.
And 'ifl(C an application of MERIT is targeted at the root zone, it reduces cxpour(.. to) the appliLator,
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HE PERFECT DAY TO APPLY AN INSECTICIDE
THAT WILL LAST ALL YEAR.
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bystanders, pets and wildlife. Contact Bayer Corporation, Specialty Products,
Box 4913, Kansas City, MO 64120. (800) 842-8020.
And get residual insect control that blows away any spray.
See St
TC1 EXPO
961
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BECA USE EVEN
SEASONED PROs
NAVE A PEW NEW
ROPES TO LEARN.
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Find out what's new in the Tree Care Industy. Over 150
exhibitors will be on hand with the equipment and services
you need.
Check out a chipper, inquire about insurance. Need a lift?
We've got 'em from 15 to 55 feet and more! Try a tree health
management seminar or get the low-down on leasing.
It's all here at the tree care industry's most comprehensive
trade show ...TCI EXPO 196!

' I

ta-. p
I

-

CHARLOTTE, NC

NOVEMBER 7-9, 1996

For more information or a registration package, call toll-free today:

1-800-733-2022
'

TCI EXPO 196 is cosponsored by the
National Arborist Association and the
International Society of Arboriculture.
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Arborist Self-Preservation
A

Guide to Personal Protective Equipment
Bv Don Blair

don't ever want to hear any more whining or griping
about safety equipment: "It's not comfortable. It's too
expensive. I'm careful. I don't need this stuff." You're
not fooling me, so stop kidding yourself. Arboriculture is
not alone as a potentially hazardous occupation. After you
read this article. I hope you'll realize that you've got it pretty
easy compared to some. Quitcherbellyaching and wear all
the right stuff.
ANSI and OSHA standards are very specific about your
personal protective equipment (PPE) obligations. PPE refers to the safety equipment that is designed to protect your
person. that is. your body, fingers, toes, eyes

J

Full-brimmed
Flat (Type I)
(Bullard)

Boiled" logo originated with the first caps, which were made from
canvas soaked in boiled linseed oil.
All industrial safety hats must conform to applicable provisions
Head Protection
of ANSI Z89. 1. Class B hats, which meet the requirements for
Head Protection shall he worn by workers engaged in tree optree maintenance, provide limited protection by reducing the force
erations. A cloth baseball hat with a chain saw logo on the front
of falling objects striking the top of the shell. While Class B hats
does not qualify as head protection. Although safety helmets are
will provide limited protection in other parts of the shell, they are
generally referred to as "hard hats." there are actually two types:
not designed to provide front-, side- or rear-impact protection.
full-brimmed hats (Type I) and caps (Type II). Caps, of course.
Helmet shell suspensions are usually in a 4-point or 6-point style.
do not have a full brim and the shell extends at the front of the cap
Head-size adjustment varies with the
over the eyes only.
make and model. I would recomPerhaps inspired by the helmets of World War I. E.D. Bullard
mend a 6-point suspension with a
invented the hard hat in 1919. The Bullard Company's "Hard
ratchet adjustment, which is among
the most stable and comfortable
available.
Many caps are available with slots
molded into the sides for the addition of such accessories as ear muffs
Avoid contact between the hard hat and electrical wires.
and face shields. When you are
Never drill holes, alter or modify the shell or suspension system.
working aloft, elastic chin straps are
When appropriate, use original replacements parts from the manua practical option to further secure a
Cp (lype H) (Builard)
facturer.
neimet. me lerri-Danu is an optional
sweatband insert that greatly
Never paint a plastic shell. Paint solvents can make plastic shells brittle and more
improves
the
comfort and "wearability"
susceptible to cracks. Aluminum hard hats may be painted.
of nearly any Class B hard hat.
Do not use winter liners that contain metal or electrically conductive material.

Hard Hat Care Common Sense

t

,

Adjust headband size so that headgear will stay on when the wearer is bending
over, but not so tight that it leaves a mark on the forehead.
Do not put anything inside the hard hat. The full clearance between the shell and
suspension is needed to help absorb shock in the event of a blow to the head.
Inspect your hard hat shell and suspension regularly.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - SEPTEMBER 1996

Cleaning
Hard hats should be cleaned only with
mild soap and lukewarm water. Use a
wet sponge or soft brush and thoroughly
rinse with water to remove soap residue
as well as dirt.
23
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Keep your hat clean! Who wants to wear
a gray, grungy, encrusted-with-whoknows-what hard hat? Do not use solvents,
chemicals, adhesives, gasoline or similar
substances. If such substances are applied
or come in contact with the hat, the impact
resistance and other protective properties

gerous conditions may not be apparent or
readily detectable by the user.

Inspection

-

-

-

ratchet suspension (Bullard)
of the hat may be destroyed. These dan-

Dick
Miller
A real American Ailionst
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' oh his 23 years experience
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Call 1-800-441-8381

or fax: 6104308560
to place ai order, for our free
c1
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Service or for a
qua tools
tools -it you
free catalog. Open Tuesday &
rder your free catalog Thursday evenings until 7(e.t.).

the tree indust '
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Richard Miller.
His Experience is
Your Advantage.
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BRUTE
F/P 130 PTO Powered

TM

FIREWOOD EQUIPMENT

Firewood Processor with Conveyor

I ROM

* Professional Log-splitters
• Heavy Duty Conveyors
• Firewood Processors, ill - 3'/ cords per hour

S3,800
$4,395
$15,995

FOR INFORMATION & VIDEO CALL 800-261-9301 OR 802-773-9301
BRUTE MANUFACTURING CORP.
RR 2, Box 314, Route 103, EAST CLARENDON, VT 05759
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Always make it a habit to check for
cracks, frayed straps and any sign of damage before putting on your hard hat. If you
notice any sign of wear or damage, the shell
and/or suspension should be destroyed
immediately and replaced.
Replace a hard hat if hairline cracks
appear. These cracks will spread and
widen.
Ensure that the suspension is in good
condition. Its main purpose is to absorb
energy. Replace any suspension that has
torn or broken threads.
Look closely for cracked or torn adjustment slots, frayed material or other
signs of wear.
Check suspension lugs carefully. Perspiration and hair oils can cause wear. Long
periods of normal use can damage the suspension.
If the safety helmet has been struck by a
forcible blow, it must be destroyed and
replaced immediately, even if there is no
visible damage. Don't ever get mad at a
safety helmet that breaks as it saves your
head. That's what it is for. The hat is supposed to split so your skull doesn't. That's
the whole point.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - SEPTEMBER 1996

Charlie Dunn is an old-time tree guy in
the San Francisco Bay Area. I like old
Charlie, but he'd be the first to admit that
safety hasn't been his prime concern. Once,
when roping off a deodora limb, he got
caught in the back swing. If you know
deodora, you now that there are a lot of
dead, pencil-sized sticks along the
branches. Well, one of those sticks poked
Charlie right in the eye and dug in between
the eyeball and socket. I believe he had to
take stick and all to the doctor, but first, he
had to get down out of that tree! Miraculously, Charlie's eye was saved, and I'm
pretty sure I last saw him wearing a hard
hat and safety glasses. At least I hope that
was him.
ANSI Z87.1 is the standard that addresses eye protection. Eye protection is
required of tree workers and may be accomplished through the use of safety
glasses or goggles appropriate to the working conditions. Safety glasses are now
available in an almost unbelievable assortment of designer styles and lens colors.
There is certainly no reason now for an
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Day After Day, Year Alter Year,
They Just Keep Working.
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Dependable. Easy to maintain. Built to work hard and never take a day off. Altecs
complete line of tree care equipment provides you with superior performance and
maximum productivity. Our LR Series and LB Series aerial devices combine smooth,
.

.

efficient maneuverability with working heights to 60 feet, making them the tree
care indust's preferred choice. Altec's new WhisperDisc Chipper is designed

..

with the same commitment to excellence as our proven Whisper Chipper.

'

And all Altec equipment is backed by an unsurpassed warranty
Give us a call for more information. 1-800-958-2555.
Please circle 2 on Reader Seice Card
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employee to complain that safety glasses
are ugly.
I recommend the use of an eyeglass retention device such as Chums or Croakies
with safety glasses. They help keep the
glasses in place and help keep the glasses
handy until needed. The use of such a device will pay for itself in loss prevention.

As a long-time user of eyeglasses, I can tell
you with authority that my Chums have
made my glasses 100 percent more comfortable. The temples don't dig into my ears
any more and they no longer slide off my
face when I'm hot and bothered by eastern
humidity. Between hay fever and humidity, I hate August!
Goggles are available with clear, tinted
or mesh lenses. Mesh lenses in tree work
have some advantages. They won't fog up
or scratch. Sight Shields are among the
strongest mesh goggles available. They
feature stainless steel mesh and polycar-

bonate frames. Ergonomically designed,
Sight Shields have foam padding that
forms a gasket-like fit to the face, sealing
out nearly all chips. Steven Peacock of
Portland, Or., tells me that one of his men
was wearing when the time he got hit in
the face by a limb. His eye and socket were
saved from certain, serious injury. Unless
approved, prescription eyeglass users generally need to wear goggles over their
glasses.
With all the sawdust, grit and pollen loitering around on the job site, ensure that
your first-aid kit is equipped with eye wash
solution. A small mirror and a lint-free
cloth are also good ideas.

INTRODUCING YOUR NEW...

Labor saving, water
saving, tree helper!

/

If you know how much
water the tube takes...
and fertilizer is already
inside.., and you hire
help... figuring labor
savings just in watering
time is easy. Save
time... save
water... you get
the message.

Face Protection
Tree Feeder
THE FERTILIZER 15 IN THE TUBE

Treeder
THE F!11ULI_I THE TUB!

Shrub Feeder

(Cut away view)

THE FERTILIZER IS IN THS TUBE

This isn't just another one of those patented ideas. We invented this product to
help improve our success rate with our own tree transplants. We know it helps!
So. . . if you need to save time, water, and, help your newly transplanted tree, or,
you want it easier for your customer, here is just the ticket.
Want to talk with someone just like you who has used the product? Call our Toll
Free number.
Want a professional sample? Call our Toll Free number.

1-800-822-TREE (8733)
HAIMBAUGH ENTERPRISES, INC.
2393 No. Boeing Rd. Warsaw, IN 46580
219-269-5888 OR FAX 219-269-1047
BIODEGRADABLE

See usatTCl EXPO '96!

A PATENTED SYSTEM

Please circle 3 1 on Reader Service Card
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Face protection is not required by
OSHA. However, workers engaged in operations such as chipping or cutting brush
may benefit from the additional protection
afforded. There are visor and face shields
that attach to hard hats. Visors are made of
clear plastic wire mesh.
Be warned, however, that face shields
or visors alone cannot provide adequate eye
protection. They must be worn with safety
goggles where flying particle hazards exist. Flying particles are not UFOs; they are
brush chips, sawdust and the grit that can
be kicked up by a stump grinder, chain saw
or brush chipper. Be aware of the limitation of any face shield or visor you use.
Inspect all shields frequently and replace
if worn or damaged.

Hearing Protection
Hearing damage is more likely to occur
during bucking operations on the ground
than from pruning in the tree. When pruning, the climber might make a power saw
cut and then use a handsaw or pole pruner.
allowing the ear to recover between exposures. Felling and bucking operations
involve longer periods of exposure.

When it comes to protecting
your tree care company...
7/

does your insurance carrier
draw the line?
Although many arborists are experienced at utility
line clearance, they are unable to purchase the
comprehensive business insurance they need.

We Don't Draw the Line

Line Up Now

CNA, the nation's premier carrier
for customized insurance packages,
has a line on tree care companies.
We know that arborists who provide
dangerous utility line clearance
services are experts at what they do.
CNA recognizes your training and
experience by offering The Arborist
Program (TAP) - an insurance
package developed especially for
your business! Your company is
eligible for this comprehensive
program if it generates at least 50%
of its receipts from utility line
clearance and has three or more
years of experience.

Find out more about TAP and the
specialized coverages that are
available as part of this program.

TAP was designed by experts in
the arborist industry. It includes
property and liability coverages
that are important to all tree care
companies as well as optional
coverages that let you customize
your program to fit the needs of
your individual business.

Pesticide/ herbicide applicator
Underground storage tanks
Auto pollution liability
Limited pollution liability
Call your independent CNA agent
today for more information
or call 1-800-CNA-6241 and ask
for a free brochure!

The CNA Insurance Companies underwriting this
program will vary according to coverage. These
companies include: American Casualty Company
of Reading, Pennsylvania; Continental Casualty
Company; National Fire Insurance Company of
Hartford; Transcontinental Insurance Company;
Transportation Insurance Company and Valley
Forge Insurance Company.

CNA

For All the Commitments You Make'

See usatTCl EXPO '96!
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EQUIPMENT
AND EQIIPMEVT OF IF!!
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This article was excerpted from Arborist Equipment: A Guide to the Tools
and Equipment of Tree Maintenance and
Removal by Don Blair. It is available in
hard and soft cover versions. For information or to place an order, call
800-262-0800.
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quality Used Equipment From Allec,
p

-

OKA
1 99 1 FORD F700'S DSL,

1SBS FORD F700S DSL. LR5O

1891 FORD F700'S DSL.

ASPLUNDH LR50 AERIAL UNIT AND

AERIAL UNIT WITH LINE OR PLAT -

ASPLUNDH LR50 AERIAL UNITS

CHIP DUMP BODIES,<2S.000

FORM BODIES. <40,000 MILES

WITH FLAT BED BOGY. <25,000

MILES 7 AVAILABLE

1 1 AVAILABLE

MILES 1 4 AVAILABLE I

r
1 996 FORD FBDD DSL. DL"IDS.

1995 IH 4700 DSL,, 47900

'987 C'C- 7.-V

ALTEC MODEL L6550 AERIALS

AERIAL UNIT (71 ' WORKING HEIGHT)

WITH CHIP DUMP BODIES (6 AVAIL.)

WITH FULL LINE BODY

52

RANGER WITH CHIP DUMP BODY

8

i
P

1 984 FORD F700 GAS. AUTO.

1985 FORD DSL TECO V50 1

1954 (H 81700 DSL TECD 65

48' HI RANGER WITH PLATFORM

WITH CHIP DUMP BODY AND STOR

105 (70 WORKING HEIGHT) WIT

BODY

AGE AREA 1 2 AVAILABLE I

PLATFORM BODY, <50.000 MILES

OTHER UNITS AVAILABLE
HI

ALTEC UNITS

RANGERS

1984

1 987

FORD

F700

1 988

FORD

F800 DSL AA600P

1986 CHEVY 070 5F1-52PBI

1 987

FORD

F700 DSL LB-650A

1982 CHEVY C70 6TDI-65PB1

GAS

AA600P

1974

F700 5F1-4BPBI

FORD

FORD

FBOD 10-901

(95'

WORK HT.)

ASPLUNDH UNITS
1 986 CHEVY LN-50
19B7

FORD

F700 LR-50

1988

FORD

F700 LR-50

See usatTCl EXPO 96!

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ALTEC USED EQUIPMENT, CALL
DOLLAR AT

205-323-8751

OR

800-931 -81 05

BUDDY

(VOICE MAIL

1,
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Hearing protection has been mandated
since 1985 under OSHA Noise Exposure
Standard 29 CFR 1910.95. Employers have
a great deal of responsibility under this
regulation. The following review of significant passages is not intended to be
complete. The Federal Register contains
the entire standard.
Noise, defined as sound that is loud,
unpleasant, unexpected or undesired, is
more than just annoying and distracting.
Noise can cause fatigue, as well as physical and mental stress. Tests have proven
that workers who practice effective hearing conservation suffer fewer injuries and
less work-related tension.
Your hearing is permanently affected by
exposure to noise over time. Permanent
hearing loss occurs after lengthy exposure
to 85 dB or above. Hearing loss begins with
a noise-induced "notch" frequency or pitch
of the sound being measured. Depending
upon noise exposure, hearing loss can occur in a matter of months or more
gradually, over a period of years. As the
notch of hearing loss broadens and deepens, the ability to hear consonants is
affected, making it difficult to fully comprehend normal conversation. Dating back.
as I do, to the Hornelite 775G and the early
Asplundh V-8 chippers, I find that although my hearing isn't too far gone, I have
trouble hearing people if there is excessive
background noise. For example, you'll find
me in a quiet corner of a hotel lobby these
days instead of in the bar. If you're going
to tell me your stories, I want to be able to
hear them. I've noticed that loud nightclubs
and Euc bars tend to make me nervous
these days.
Here are the basics of the Hearing
Conservation Standard in plain language.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - SEPTEMBER 1996

Employers must provide workers with
a choice of at least one type of earplug and
one ear muff (preferably more). The hear ing protector chosen must provide adequate
protection for the noise level encountered.
Hearing protectors as well as replacement of worn or broken units shall be
provided at the employer's expense.
Employers must supply hearing protection to the workers whose TWA (time
weighted average, eight-hour shift) exposure is above 85 dB.
Workers are required by the standard
to wear their hearing protection if their
TWA is above 90 dB. Employees proven
by audiometric testing to have significant

£III Chai
-

nsaw
leggings
(Elvex)

Arborists have several options available
for hearing protection. The NRR (noise
reduction rating) is crucial to proper selection and the success of your hearing
conservation program. If you are exposed
to 110 dB. you will require hearing protection with a minimum NRR rating of 20
to bring your exposure down to 90 dB. A
target of 85 dB is probably even better.

Ear Muffs
Ear muffs provide good NRR ratings (25
to 29 dB) but prove impractical for use with
the mandatory hard hat. Muffs have the

advantage of being generally more sanitary
than earplugs.
The hardhat-muff-mesh visor combination is very popular and practical with
arborists. Average NRR is 24 to 27 dB. The
muffs help hold the cap in place, and they
can be stored up on the helmet when not in
use. As discussed under eye protection,
most visors are considered by the manufacturers to be face. not eve protection, and
safety glasses are still required for common
sense and compliance with ANSI Z87. I.
The rapid progress that is being made in
the development of safety equipment is

A CUT ABOVE THE REST
hearing loss must wear protection above 85
dB. Employers are responsible for enforcement. Note: Some states have adopted
regulations that require protection to be
used by all employees when the TWA is
above 85 dB.
A training program must be instituted
and carried out annually for each employee
included in the hearing conservation program. The following topics must he
covered during the annual training program:
• The effects of noise upon hearing.
• The purpose of hearing protectors.
• The advantages, disadvantages and
noise-dampening ability of various types
of hearing protectors.
• Instructions on hearing protector selection, fitting use and care.
• The purpose of audiometric testing, with
an explanation of the test procedures.
• A copy of the Noise Standard and Hear ing Conservation Amendment 1910.95
must be posted in the workplace and accessible to employees.
• Any informational materials relating to
the standard that are supplied by OSHA
must be made available to affected employees.
New employees must receive audiometric testing within six months of
exposure to noise levels above 85 dB. All
exposed employees must receive annual
testing.

-.S
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M RVIN
PRUNERS & SAWS
See us at TCI EXPO 96!

FRED MARVIN ASSOCIATES 330-784-9211 fax 330-784-1390
Please circle 29 on Reader Service Card
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Kevlar knit gloves (Golden
Needles Knitting)

,---

very encouraging to the user in me and very
frustrating to the author, who is trying to
keep abreast of daily changes.

Earplugs
Earplugs solve some of the problems of
proper fit along with a hard hat and safety
spectacles. Tests conducted by Bartlett
Tree Experts in the early 1980s concluded
that earplugs were actually more effective
than ear muffs for attenuating the noise
generated by tree maintenance equipment.
Because of the unsanitary conditions
associated with tree work, middle ear infections are also a problem with the use of
earplugs. If you drop a pair in a steaming

pile of dog droppings, it's usually a good
idea to replace them. A Euc Man, of course,
wipes them on his pants.
Earplugs are classified as being either
foam or silicone (or a similar material).
Foam plugs, generally disposable, are

Yale Cordae Factory Splices are

CERTIFIVD SAFE

44f.L

Let the company you trust to make your climbing ropes supply ,
.
your fabricated slings as well. Yale Cordage is a leading
supplier of spliced rope products and manufactures a
complete line of arborist ropes. To learn more about
Yale fabricated products for arborists, request our
V.
publication #TCI-1010. For the name of your local
distributor call, write or FAX toll-free

YALE
CORDAGE

'

100 Fore Street, Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 774-9253

FAX:1 .800.255.9253 A.

(

/
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Hearing Bands
Hearing bands look like a cross between
ear muffs and earplugs. Most styles use a
silicone plug attached to a plastic or metal
band. Hearing bands are often rated for
wear behind-the-neck or under-the-chin. A
few models may be worn over the head,
and others are intended for below-the-chin
use only. NRR ratings range between 17
and 25 dB.

'

5

/

See us at TCI EXPO '96!

rolled between the fingers into a cylinder
and inserted into the ear; the plug will expand to the size and shape of the ear canal,
creating a custom fit with each use. With
NRR ratings as high as 33 dB, foam plugs
provide the highest level of attenuation.
Silicone plugs are washable and reusable. Manufacturers usually use a series of
graduated, flexible flanges to create a seal
in the ear canal. NRR ratings for reusable
plugs average between 21 and 26 dB.
Both foam and silicone plugs are available with cords or neck straps to help
prevent loss when not in use.

XPTECARE

Hand Protection
There was one time I shall be eternally
grateful for having worn a pair of gloves

Please circle 69 on Reader Service Card

Business Building Toots Developed By An Arborist for Arborists.
Manuals to Fit Your Company and Needs
Sample In-Depth Subjects:

rHow to Keep Your Climbers From Becoming Your Competition
• How to Get 18 to 25 Sales Leads Per Day
• How to Make $20,000± Dollars During the Winter Months
- Caution: Don't Loose $20,000 This Christmas Season
• How to Keep Your Customers
• How to Get More Jobs and Give Less Estimates
• How to Maximize Your Business

Select From These Titles:
tQ

- How to Make $200,000 Dollars A Year In Our Industry
- A Manual For All Seasons
- The Psychology of Generating More Tree Care Sales
- How to Hire, Train & Motivate Your Employees

SPECIAL PRICE
TO ARBORISTS $149
Regular Retail $249

L.K.A. INDUSTRIES There's Only One Number: Toll-Free (888)867-4962
30
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HIS FALL
TAKE CARE OF
NEXT SPRING'S
TREE CARE NEEDS
With the time proven micro-injection system

FERTILIZERS:

Inject-a-min & Sternix line of Products

MAUGET offers the largest selection of tree
fertilization products available in micro-injection
capsules to correct nutritional deficiencies such
as NITROGEN, IRON, ZINC, MANGANESE and
MANY OTHERS.

FUNGISOL:

Containing Debacarb.

A broad spectrum FUNGICIDE that is effective for
fall applications to suppress certain persistent
fungi pathogens that are active in branches of
trees, such as Anthracnose.

MICOJECT:

Containing Oxytetracycline.

An ANTIBIOTIC that is effective in the fall for the
suppression of curtain bacterial diseases that tend
to overwinter in the root systems of trees, such
as Peach X Disease.
See us at TCI EXPO '96!
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2810 N. FIGUEROA ST.
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LOS ANGELES, CA 90065

1-500-573-3779
Please circle 42 on Reader Service Card
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in a tree. It was cold in the fall of 1971,
so I pulled on a brand-new pair of white
mule gloves and went to work. I had put
sharpened Fanno #5 blades in our pole
saws over the weekend. A #5 blade has
sort of a "shark fin" hook on the back to

be used for pulling hangers, not for hanging. I hung it on a branch about six feet
above my position and used my handsaw.
Knocking it loose with my elbow, I made
an instinctive grab for it and missed.
Those sharp teeth ripped through the
palm of my glove, shredding it. Years
later, my palm still tingles when I think
about how close I came to serious injury.
The fact that I had to buy another pair of
gloves never bothered me. Indeed, it was
far less expensive and much more convenient than having microsurgery on my

JU!i'Th€)
INDUSTRIES, INC.

0>~)

rnJ ' -ourpose, 1 4 if

FEATURES:
• Removable top with external latches
• Chipper air exhaust vents
• "L" cross box assembly
• Top ladder rack with access steps
• Pintle hitch with trailer light connector
• Southco's years of experience

• National knuckle cranes
• Brade winches
• Prentice loaders
• Ford, GMC, International chassis cabs
• Omaha standard platform & service bodies

27IiTiT

INDUSTRIES. INC.

us at Tl EXPO '96!

1-800-331-7655

1840 E. Dixon Blvd, Shelby, NC 28150, TEL 704-482-1477, FAX 704-482-2015

TREE CARE INDUSTRY

According to OSHA requirements, if
selection of hand protection equipment is
not dictated by a specific requirement, the
employer must provide whatever protection is effective against the specific work
area hazards.
Identify your working hazards. Are they
abrasion, chemicals, cold, cuts, electricity,
flames, heat, oils, pinch points, sharp
blows, slivers, etc.? The task of glove selection becomes a little more complicated
when a given work area presents a combination of hazards.
Traditional arborist work gloves have
always been leather. In the old days, before brush chippers, gauntlet gloves were
popular. They are less common now and
should never be used when feeding a chipper. Also, leather gloves are worthless
protection for pesticide application.
High-tech synthetics have also found
their way into gloves. Knit Kevlar is used
to make extremely wear-resistant gloves.
Nylon knit gloves grip-coated with PVC
(popularly known as "Gripper" gloves) are
very popular with arborists. Alex Bildeaux.
Jr., at Tilton Equipment told me that when
it gets "Minnesota cold" something happens to the PVC and trying to grip onto a
steel bar, such as the handhold on a skidder,
is like trying to get a grip on an icicle!
Gripper gloves are fine for climbing and
general tree work, but any knit glove is useless against handling thorns. When you are
dealing with cold, Thermax liners work
very well when used with leather gloves.
Dupont Thermax wicks perspiration away
from the skin, trapping a layer of warm air
between the glove and your skin.

Proper protective clothing operates on
one of two principles: blocking or clogging. This is a highly simplified
description, but it's the degree of blocking
or clogging that counts.
Kevlar or nylon ballistic clothing relies
upon the strength of the cloth to block the
chain as the material clogs the teeth. The
first chaps in the early 1970s were ballistic cloth and weighed nearly 20 pounds.
They may have been effective, but they

Continued on page 33
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Glove Selection

Chain Saw Protective
Clothing

OTHER SOUTHCO PRODUCTS:

See

hand. My father's practice of equipping
all pole-saws with a lanyard in the butt
end suddenly made sense. It still does.

-

SEPTEMBER 1996

v crc not very popular in
sticky, humid climates.
The other type of clothing
uses layers of a loosely
woven synthetic fiber that
explode" on contact with
the running chain and rapidly jam the teeth and
sprocket. Clothing styles
OL
are available in pants. leggings and chaps.
Vests are also available
to provide some upper
body protection. ANSI
Z133.1 strongly recommends the use of leg protection for ground
work. Tree companies with established chain
saw protective clothing policies have experienced dramatic reductions in chain saNN
injuries.
Make it a controlled cut in a log—not in
your leg! Wear your chaps, watch your
stance and maintain your saw.

Clothing
Although shorts are quite common among many friends in Australia, I cannot recommend them for tree work. There are just too
many hazards that can scratch, cut or inflame on the average job
site. Work pants should be tough enough to resist snagging, and
loose enough to be comfortable but not so loose that they will catch
on brush and equipment.

..

V

Footwear
-

`1710

The Rest of the Body

Footwear such as moccasins, stiletto heels and sneakers are not
suitable for tree work. The job site is a hostile environment for
your feet. You should think of your work shoes as little hard hats
or your feet. I have burned through the wrong composition of
sole in foot locking only once! In elms and
other trees with tight branch attachments. I have
had my feet get wedged because my shoe soles
weren't stiff enough to resist pressure against
the sides. There is nothing like the feeling of
standing in a vise all day to enhance the experience of tree climbing.
Remember, no more excuses about personal
protective equipment! As Mark Twain said.
"Clothes make the man. Naked people have
little or no influence on society`
TCI
Don Blair is the sole proprietor of the Sierra Moreno Mercantile Company, an arborist
equipment. research and development firm.

ANSI Z133.1 states that workers shall
ear clothing, footwear and gloves appropriate to the work or location.

The Competition is
With PERKINS Engines,
Balancers are Standard Equipment
are Balanced as
Perkins 4.236/T4.236 and
Standard Equipment. This Helps Prevent Broken Welds,
Radiator, Muffler, Instrument Panel and other Miscellaneous
Costly Failures Caused by Excessive Vibration.
Save your money and time for more important things like
tree climbing, rollerbiading, surfboarding, accounting,
and other more balanced activities. Next time you look at
the bottom line, Perkins will be the choice.

The Most Competitive
Arbor Power Diesel Option!
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Power Great Lakes, Inc.

DIESEL

See us at TO EXPO '96!
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655 Wheat Lane, Wood Dale, IL 60191
Tel: 800-551-2938 • Fax: 800-432-9745

©COPYRIGHT 1996- Pinfessionzil G1490.cs Network Inc. All rightsreserved- 117277 5/96 (810)414-6860
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By Richard Ensman

Angry Customers
A step-by-step guide to

turning things around

omething has gone wrong. You can see it in the customer's face, which is
turning beet red. She may be raising her voice, or issuing veiled threats. Your
knees feel a bit weak at this verbal onslaught and you're frantically trying to
compose a response while keeping your emotions in check.
You could easily encounter this situation. In fact, you probably do every so often.
Handling it effectively is easier than you think—if you develop and practice anger
response skills. Here's what they're all about.

S

The Beginning
First and foremost, listen. And listen immediately. No delays. And as you listen,
remember the triggers that can deepen customer anger: a seemingly uncaring attitude, an argumentative attitude or officious bureaucratic behavior.
As you size up the offended customer, gauge his emotional type: Is he a methodical inquisitor? An avenger? A bureaucrat anxious to catch someone breaking the rules?
A righteous victim? Understand his emotional type. and you'll be able to gear your
conversation accordingly.
As the customer speaks, listen with your entire body. Arch forward a bit. Keep
your head erect. Gaze at the customer, and nod as he emphasizes key
points. At the same time, however,
guard against displays of emotion on
your part, however upset or angry
you may be feeling.
If you should find yourself becoming defensive or angry, count to 10
(yes, this technique really does work)
or breathe deeply for a few seconds.
After the customer gets the conversation going, signal your
willingness to continue: Invite her to
sit down or walk out to the tree she
is complaining about. This simple
action on your part symbolizes your
interest in the customer, and sets the
tone for a productive resolution of
the problem.

The Conversation
Allow your customer to blow off
steam if she must. Early in the conversation, let her know that you take
all complaints very seriously and
that you're seeking a resolution of
the problem. But don't promise anything at this point.
Picture yourself as an impartial

34
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observer. Let your customer know that
your immediate goal is to understand the
problem, as well as the circumstances
that caused it, and then work with the
customer to address it.
Continue to listen carefully as you
walk through the problem with your customer. When you must answer a question
or respond to a comment, speak slowly
and thoughtfully. When the customer
raises his voice, nod and make a notation on your notepad; this is an
expression of your attentiveness. If your
customer's anger persists, offer a subtle
reaction to his outbursts—say, by moving your head back slightly.
Remember the customer's emotional
"profile"? Now is the time to use that
knowledge. If the customer is angry that
some rule wasn't followed, for instance,
you might explore your procedures. If the
customer feels her pride was insulted.
you might praise and affirm her. Model
your communication style in response to
the customer.
While you must continue to listen actively, you can relax your body
somewhat during this phase of the conversation. Here, you may put the
customer at ease for the first time. Continue to acknowledge the legitimacy of
his emotions and offer anecdotes about
poor service or problems you've encountered in the past. Move physically closer
to the customer when he relaxes a bit.
If you can, ascertain why the customer
is bothered by the problem. A customer
who wanted to watch you prune her trees
may not be upset about the quality of the
work, for instance, but might be angry
about having to change her plans because
your crews arrived two hours early.

Attacking the Problem
Up to this point, you've made no
promises to the customer. In fact, you

may not have said much, preferring instead to let the customer speak.
Apologize, if that's appropriate. Outline
in general terms how you'll go about resolving the problem. If you can offer
specifics—such as correcting an error,
making an adjustment on the customers
account, or replacing a shrub—do so, but
be sure to under-promise rather than
over-promise.
If you can't firmly resolve the prob1cm, indicate your next step: asking
another individual to look into it, for
e\ample, or investigating further.
If possible, give the customer options:
two or three ways you can address the
problem. To most customers, options
symbolize power. Or if you have the authority to resolve problems, simply ask:
"What can I do to make things right?"
While you might not be able to meet the
customer's exact terms, those few words
can begin a fruitful negotiation.
If you find yourself unable to resolve the
problem to the customer's satisfaction, ruminate on potentially extreme solutions:
dismissing an employee ... tearing up the
bill ... replacing a tree. These suggestions.
if presented properly, sound so extreme
that even diehard complainers probably
wouldn't advocate them.
A word of inspiration: This stage of
discussion is often frustrating and aggravating. But think of it as an opportunity
to sell your responsiveness. If you can
make a "sale" here, you may end up with
a grateful customer for years to come.

Taking Your Leave
The close of your conversation is an
opportunity for you to thank your customer for bringing the problem to your
attention and creating learning opportunities for you. It's an opportunity, too,
for you to reaffirm the customer-seller
bond. A firm handshake, a small gift or
a warm invitation to call back anytime
works wonders for the relationship.

How'd You Do?
After you leave the customer, take a
minute or two to reflect on what you did
right and what you did wrong during the
encounter. Did you identify the problem
quickly? Did you establish rapport with
your customer? Did you meet your own
complaint-resolution standards?
After assessing your own performance,
make a note in your calendar to call or write
the customer in another day or two. And
note, also, any action you must take to meet
promises you made to the customer.
Confronting and addressing customer
anger, remember, is a skill. As with any
skill, it improves with practice. Look upon
encounters with angry customers not as
occasions to be feared, but as opportunities to improve your skills and demonstrate
to your customers that you're really as responsive as you claim to be!
TCI
Richard G. Ensrnan is a freelance
writer based in Rochester, NY. He speCi(lIi.CS in business topics.
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COME TO THE SOURCE OF
THE LARGEST INVENTORY FOR
FORESTRY EQUIPMENT - SHELBY.
NORTH CAROLINA. CALL US FIRST
FOR COMPETITIVE PRICING!

i4
Aerial lift 50 ft. -55 ft. Wit Cab Guard,
Chip Box. 1990 G.M.C. Diesel, Auto
Trans. 42,000 miles. We have many
other GMC's and Fords. Come Look.

Versalift V050 55 ft. Wit Cab Guard
Chip Box. 1990 Ford Diesel 5/2 Trans.

We have a wide variety of chip trucks
th or without personnel carriers, gas
or dIesel. 1980-92. Call for pricing.

.i. ,.

We have drum, disc & backyard
chippers. Wood/Chuck, Brush
andit. Gas or diesel. Ready to work.
Call for pricing.

Jameson fiberglass pruner poles are more
versatile 9nd durable, safer, lighter, and more
cost efficient to use than other brands.
Choose from a full line of interchangeable pruning
and sawing heads, each featuring our unique
adapter system which enables all accessories to
easily lock into any pole.
Available in foam core and hollow varieties, in
sectional and fixed lengths, all Jameson pruner
poles meet OSHA regulations.

Ca!! Jameson today at 1(8INJ) 346-1956

71-

tec AA600 55 ft. W.H. Steel Body,
Cab Guard, 1987 Ford, F700 Diesel
5/2 Trans. 57,241 miles.

S

to get the tree top of the line.

•gI

I
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-

S

See us at TCI EXPO 96!

JAMESON
CORPORATION • S/vCE 1956

P0 Box 240277 Charlotte NC 28224
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New Products & Services
Morbark introduces the Model 950
Tub Grinder, a compact yet heavy
duty unit for re-grinding and primary grinding challenges. Ideal
,
for smaller municipalities and
.
...landfills, tree service companies,
recycling yards and golf courses. 1W. 4
the Model 950 is easy to operate . .
and maintain. The unit can be .
transported with a 3/4 ton pickup.
With power unit options up to 200
hp, it can be equipped with more
grinding capacity than competitive units in this size range. Standard features include a hydraulic tub tilt, full break-away torque
limiter, dual discharge augers and heavy-duty hammermill
equipped with 24 hard-surfaced swing hammers. For information, contact: Ken Wagner, Morbark, 8507 S. Winn Road, Winn,
Ml 48896. Phone: 800-33-6065; Fax: 517-866-2280.
Please circle 70 on Reader Service Card
Root Solutions root barrier is the best method for deflecting tree
roots downward away from hardscape. Root Solutions is an instrument to cut the cost of sidewalk repair and provide a legal
foundation to avoid liability. According to the U.S. Forest Service, the
most desirable plastic for use as a
root barrier is polyethylene The
prestige that Root Solutions derives
in the marketplace is reinforced by
its versatility. The panels can be
joined to form a circle around the
root ball for new tree planting or
snapped together to form a straight
line between the curb and sidewalk.
To stay on the safe side, your specifications for root barriers should
read: Root Solutions. For more information, call 800-554-0914.

J

Please circle 72 on Reader Service Card
With the acquisition of
' 1
FMC's sprayer product line,
.
Durand-Wayland, Inc., is
.
now turning out a full line
of sprayers and accessories. Marketed under the . i.
John Bean sprayer name,
sprayers are available in
50-,100-, 200- and 300-galIon tank sizes that are now
50 percent thicker. The
modular style DM05, DM10
and DM20 feature rugged five, 10 and 20 g.p.m. positive displacement Bean pumps and a recoil or electric start Honda engine.
They are all designed to be skid-mounted in trucks or pulled
behind utility vehicles with an optional trailer package. A wide
selection of spray guns, hose reels and spray booms are also
available. For information, contact: Ray Perry, John Bean Sprayers, P.O. Box 1404, LaGrange GA 30241. Phone: 800-241-2308;
Fax: 706-882-0052; E-mail: Sales@durand-wayland.com
Please circle 74 on Reader Service Card
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Thomson Publications announces the release of the
V
19969
third edition of "Complete
Guide to Pest Control,
With and Without Chemicals," by George W.
Ware. This book offers
choices on how to control insects, plant disease,
weeds, rodents and other small and other
small animals, pest birds, snails, nematodes,
algae and annoying pets, both economically and
with consideration for the environment. It sells for $29.95.
The 1996-97 Pesticide Directory, a guide to the producers, products, regulators, researchers and associations in the United
States, has just been released for $49.95 per copy. For ordering
information, contact Thomson Publications, P.O. Box 9335,
Fresno, CA, 93791. Phone: 209-435-2163; Fax: 209-435-8319.
.

,

t'

Please circle 71 on Reader Service Card
Vermeer Manufacturing Company recently introduced wireless
remote control technology to its stump cutter line. The radio
remote control system option provides the operator more flexibility when positioning the
machine in tight areas and freef 5
dom of movement in an operating
.
range up to 100 feet from the machine. Currently available on the
.
SC 1102 and SC 502 gearbox..
driven stump cutters, it weighs
only three pounds and is powered
by a nine volt battery. The device
will control the rate of movement
of the stump cutter's tongue, the ,
up/down wheel positioning mode
and the swing of the cutter wheel in its sweep pattern. The remote control is equipped with an emergency stop control. For
information, contact Doug Hundt at 800-829-0051.
Please circle 73 on Reader Service Card
The new Weather Guard aluminum under-bed boxes have
been designed to be lightweight and durable. Tools and
-:1
equipment remain dry and
safe inside a storage box
made of heavy, .10-inch thick
diamond-plate aluminum that
has had all seams fully arc
welded for exceptional
strength. Features include a
rotary-style two-position
"safety" catch latch system that keeps the door from opening in
transit. The door also features a welded on reinforcing channel
that increases rigidity and assures a weather-tight seal. Aircraft
type cable with wedged fittings support the door when open, or
they can be disconnected to allow the door to open into a full
drop-down position. Send Inquiries to: Knaack Manufacturing
Co., 420 E. Terra Cotta Ave., Crystal Lake, IL 60014, 815-4596020, Attn: Brad Fagala.
Please circle 75 on Reader Service Card
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Incredible Savings on
OregonO TreemServ 'ice Bar and Chain
Combinations for Stlohl Cha'insaws
Available now at Oregon Dealers
The most popular combinations of our
professional tree-service bars and
chain for use on the most popular
small and mid-size Stihl saws are now
available at incredibly low prices.

:

We offer outstanding Pro 91® and ProLite® sprocket-nose bars equipped
with 91VG and 22VB low-vibration
cutting chain. The combinations are
designed and manufactured specifically for the tree-service industry and are
available through December 31, 1996
or while supplies last.

I

-,--

Both bars are made of high-strength
alloy steel, have slim contours for
excellent maneuverability in tight
places, and have many professional
features for full-time commerical
arborists, tree surgeons, and
orchardists. Quality, reliability and cutting performance is assured.
Oregon Cutting Systems, is the only
manufacturer who provides these
superb combinations for the treeservice industry.

1
-

-

-'

-----

-

Oregon Cutting Systems Division
Blount, Inc.
P.O. Box 22127
Portland, Oregon 97269-2127
(503)653-8881

1

Compare and you?! see! These are top-quality tree-service combinations. Experience why
Oregorfi is the number one brand worldwide. Available now at Oregotr dealers nationwide.

,

Corner

The Team Approach to
Landscape Appraisals

00
/
0
00
A

Br Lew Bloch

ro

O

ne of the most important factors a plant/landscape appraiser must
consider when taking a case is whether he or she is an expert in
the particular problem at hand. No one should ever take a case
with which he is uncomfortable.
Many cases are straightforward and require only one or two disciplines of expertise, and the appraiser is usually competent in many

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.
Ridgeville IN 47380
• 4 Pick Up Trucks
• 8 Chippers
• 1 Kershaw
• 3 Split Dumps
• 4-45' Skyworker/Flat
• 2- Asplundh LR-50 Lifts

i
P

ILIA
S
55ft. w.h. Aerial LiftIGMC &
Ford. 1986-95 gas & diesel. 15
available. $29500 & up

DRIVEN TO BE THE BEST!

LS

Airport Pickup Delivery Available • Financing Available

j2
0
2-1985 lnternauonall50 ft. ThCO
Saturn. $29500

1981 Ford/Prentice Log Loader.
5sp2sp, 22 ft.bed/tag lift. $28500

&

(3) 1988. t2 1989 Ford
GMC
50 ft. Versalifi. gas
diesel, POR

&

areas of plant appraisal knowledge.
However, there will be times when the
landscape consultant may not be comfortable with portions of the task at hand. Some
of these may involve the following: soil
testing; tissue examination; chemical
spills; real estate values; landscape construction; forest management; erosion
control; drainage problems; irrigation systems; and hazard tree evaluation. Of
course, other problems may arise that are
foreign to the consultant.
Rather than turn down the case because of unfamiliarity with all the aspects
of the problem at hand, why not put together a team of experts?
You can be the leader of the team effort and coordinate all of the other
experts to direct them to solve the problems and put together the final report.
There are so many experts with so much
expertise in our trade association that it
would be a shame not to take advantage
of their knowledge and talent.
What could be more professional than
to have an appraisal that lists a team of industry experts who solved the problem!
Lew Bloch is the ALCA Representative
to CTLA
01

ET
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OREGON ARBORIST D-HANDLE PRUNING SAW

E

OUT PERFORMS TRImCUT BLADES F*4ST
EXTRA THICK BLADE No m) bending thin H irk (ILIC to
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RUST RETARDANT
Chrome blade returns ruO

111(1

tIer be i RI-up,

VERSATILITY

/

I ter HarrmabIe blade fit , hand rio and can he
used
retjl,icen'ient for most pole sue blades.

See us at TCI EXPO '96!

ESIGNED FOR COMFORT—

/

80%

SAFER—

Flit top teeth eliminates 80% of accidental punctures and cuts
to nor ompared to ri-edge or conventional tooth design.

JJ'

Divisionof the \Ismcvcr

Corp.

P.O. Box 355 19 So. Newtown Street Road, Newtown Square, PA 19073 1-800-327-2672

Please circle 46 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNOLOGY
1000 Hour Oil Change
You'll enjoy the long interval between oil
1000

-

and filter changes and the fact that the

Innovative human factor engineering

characteristics to ensure smooth,

maintenance free.

500-

• Smoothest, Quietest Engine
I In Its Power Class

has dramatically reduced vibration

1011 F's cooling system is virtually
600-

COICE

quiet, comfortable operation.
300
200
100

OIL

HOURS

The result of multiple
technological breakthroughs, the 1011F is a
totally new oil-cooled
engine design "from the
ground up"—not just the

t

NA

evolution of an older
existing design.
With ratings from 20 to

1W

83 HP, the 101iFfeatures

1.6

single fluid cooling and

I

a state-of-the-art high

Designed To Meet
Emerging Standards

pressure direct injec-

The 1011 F's direct injec-

tion combustion system

tion system is a fuelefficient, low-emission,

that makes it the most

low-noise combustion

economical, reliable

system that meets all

engine in its power class.

emerging standards,

And, like all Deutz diesels,

including CARB, EPA

the 101 IF is backed by a

and EURO.

worldwide network of
service dealers in over
150 countries.
To discover how to put
the power of advanced
technology and choice
into your application, call
us today.
629,3

616

rr

715

Cooling System Choice Integrated Or Conventional
You'll discover new levels of
application flexibility with the

--

10I1F's cost-effective cooling
system options.

rA
THE

DEUTZ

3883 Steve Reynolds Blvd.
Norcross, GA 30093
1-770-564-7100
FAX 1-770-564-7222

See us at TCI EXPO'961.
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Chain Saws
Acwssaws

Arborist Chain
Saws: Models
That Fit Your
Needs

0

N
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\

Lighter
quieter,
cleaner,
faster,
safer

'V

t seems as if arborist chain saws make quantum leaps in performance on a monthly basis. Engineers race to develop the best
way to lower vibration levels, decrease emissions, increase

S5

.

Husqvarna Forest & Garden
Company's new 371XP

"

•

Shindaiwa's newest 357

S

40

1

power-to-weigiit ratios
and lighten the overall
saw to ease operator use.
Even though the use of
computers to assist the
design and fabrication of
!iht-weight, space-age
materials drastically improved the basic features
S
of chain saws, they are
•\.\\\
essentially unchanged in
\\ '$
purpose and cost (in rela- * live terms) from the
models used by our fathers.
Old timers might not
recognize catalytic converters or heated carburetors, but they would acknowledge their
usefulness. While the low-vibration models
available today require less rugged arborists.
they no doubt would appreciate being able to
feel their fingers at the end of a long day.
Climbing trees is still a dirty, somewhat
hazardous profession. But at least the arborist
has a range of chain saws, accessories and
protective equipment that helps make the job
easier each successive year.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - SEPTEMBER 1996
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Tanaka ECS 3301

STIHL 020T

11111

5T1HL.

Large Saws
Made for professionals. the Husqvarna
Forest & Garden Company's new 5.4horsepower 371XP weighs in at just 13
pounds. It features an air injection system
that employs centrifugal force to remove
sawdust, dirt and other particles from the
air before it passes into the filter. The new
saw also features the Volt Tech ignition
system that changes the timing of the saw
as the user's power demands change. The
371XP also offers a CoolFlo II inboard
clutch to transfer power from the engine
to the chain without directing excess heat
to the crankcase and main bearing.
This year's newcomer in Jonsered's big
saw category is the 82 cc 2083 Turbo. With
5.9 horsepower from a 15-pound power
head, it offers a responsive, high-torque
engine. This saw is also a good choice for
high-altitude and hot-climate cutting: the
carburetor and fuel tank are housed together in a separate compartment. isolated
from the heat from the engine.

Medium-Small Saws
The Jonsered 600 models are based on
a classic design that offers excellent balance and good ergonomics for easier
handling with greater control. The 600 series has insulators between the carburetor
and cylinder to reduce heat transfer and
ensure reliable performance and restarting.
Jonsered's chain saws share several performance and safety features across their
product line. For example. engineers have
invented a Turbo air-cleaning system that
separates 98 to 99 percent of all sawdust
and debris from the intake air before it
reaches the air filter by using the centrifu-

gal force from the cooling fan.
All Jonsered saws have a
smooth underside that does not
get caught on bark and twigs. A
rounded front edge provides a
pivot point and support during
limbing. The chain catcher prevents the chain from flying backward in the
event of breakage or derailment. There is

an additional guard for
the right hand underneath the handle.
Electrically heated
handles keep cold at bay.
An electrically preheated carburetor is
available on some models.
Jonsered handles feature a vibration damping system to ease fatigue and
numbness. An inertia-activated, dual-action chain brake can activate the chain
brake regardless of the saw's position.
Also popular with arborists is
Husqvarna's 288XP Lite. a lighter version
of the 288XP. With a new low profile top
cover, compact front anti-vibration system
and lightweight clutch, the 6.1-horsepower
saw weighs just 15.9 pounds.
Shindaiwa's newest, more powerful 357

PRRTNER
ciJJL

CarbiCh1i)

HIGH POWER COMMERCIAL GRADE CHAIN SAWS FOR HALF THE PRICE
SWEDISH CHAIN SAW 100 cc... 22" - $759.00; 36" - $789.00
McCulloch PM1 000 aka Partner P-100
Solid guide bar (22 RN or 36 HT), electronic ignition, absorbers, chain brake.

Compare with: Stihl 084 - $1,409.95 Husky 3120 - $1,099.95
PARTNER PORTABLE STUMP GRINDER
44 lbs. Folds for easy transport.

WALLENBERG SALES CORP
8311 Secura Way • Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

800-225-4756
Please circle 66 on Reader Service Card

USE YOUR CHAINSAW AS A HIGH
POWERED PORTABLE DRILL
WITH THE NEW AWARD WINNING ATOM "AUGER-STOP"
DRILL ATTACHMENT.
QUICK & EASY TO FIT TO ANY
SIZE GASOLINE CHAINSAW
• DRILLS FASTER THAN ANY OTHER
GAS POWERED DRILL
• AUTOMATIC REVERSE GEAR
• 100'S OF USES

-TREE SURGERY
- ELECTRIC POWER
POLE TREATMENT
-STOCKYARDS
- ON FARMS
-PARKAMMENITIES
• MANY OTHER
USES

"AUGER-STOP"

<277

THE REVOLUTIONARY
DRILL(ATTACHMENT)THAT
STOPS ROTATION OF AUGER IF IT
SUDDENLY JAMS.
(SIMILAR TO CHAINSAW BRAKE)
,..

ALSO AVAILABLE

'961

ATOM HARD CHISEL TIP AUGERS
SIZES:3/8" to 1/1/4" Diameter x 16" Overall Length
5/8" to 1" Diameter x 30" Overall Length
Please circle 10 on Reader Service Card
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Chainfl S WS
Accessoiies

top-handle chain saw is tougher than the original released in 1994. The 357, designed by
arborists for arborists, now comes with a considerable increase in cutting performance. Its
rounded case is equipped with a stronger top handle for easy trimming in all heights of trees.
It has an improved secondary retainer for the chain brake support. Optional heavy-duty, antivibration mounts that offer more control in some cutting conditions are also available.
The new 357 still weighs just 9.1 pounds, and its 35.5 cc, 2.2-cubic inch engine develops
1.8 horsepower and has an increase in chain speed of at least an additional 1,000 rpm. The
engine incorporates an improved reed valve construction that contributes to the saw's lowprofile design and high-torque performance. Arborists will find Shindaiwa's newest 357 a

Chain & Bar Troubleshooting
Chain and bar maintenance is a criti- even. Both rails must be kept flat and square
cal element in overall maintenance for with the sides of the bar. The original shape
professional users of today's high speed and contour of the bar must be maintained.
chain saws.
Bar groove width should never exceed
Stop for a moment and think of it as .002 to .005 wider than the gauge of chain
you trim the deadwood out of that maple being used.
or cut that oak for your client's fireTurn the bar over regularly to keep the
place—about 630 cutters on your saw wear even on both sides.
chain pass one spot on the bar in one secSometimes, the time pressures of our job
ond. That means approximately has us looking for expedients—the fastest
2,268,000 cutters are passing the same if not necessarily the best way to "get it over
spot in one hour of operation. Given the
with" and get back to the shop. For chain
speed and the light lubrication the bar and
saw users, there are good expedients and bad
chain saw receive, both are bound to wear.
ones. Running a dull chain until it smokes
The wear patterns on the bottoms of
cutters, tie straps and drive links generally reflect the condition of your bar.
Check your components:
If the bottoms of the drive links are
worn flat, then the bar groove is too
shallow, normally in the tail section.
Excessive heel wear on Cracks under rear rivet
If the bottoms of the drive links are
cutters and opposite
holes on cutters and
tie straps.
worn concave, the bar groove is shallow
opposite tie straps.
in the bar nose. Perhaps the hard tip material is worn off.
Remedy: File cutters back until damage is removed
L
Worn tie straps and cutter bottoms are the result of bar rails that
aren't flat or even.
Have you ever had a chain saw
ui/lu I,, j,
iilli1iiT, ilir,
TiThi
lilt
,suijiil'jtc
that was incapable of cutting
/oil
straight? It can be pretty frustrat
ing, especially when you're trying
to flush off a huge stump. One of Remedy: File cutters back enough to remove all damage
the first things to check for is and incorrect angles. Keep cutter lengths and depth-gauge
settings equal.
proper chain sharpness and tension. But the problem could also be
in the bar. Uneven bar rails can cause or to get through the final few cuts is bad.
contribute to other undesirable effects. When the wood smokes and the chain starts
Here's how you can check for bar wear: turning blue, you are heating the chain
Place a straight edge against the bar enough to take the temper out of the metal.
and cutting edge of one cutter. Force the That chain will be trouble for the rest of its
chain sideways as far as it will go. There short life.
should be no less than a 1/16- to 1/8-inch
Keeping a spare chain in your toolbox that
gap between the straight edge and the side can be swapped out quickly is a much better
of the bar rails.
alternative.
Check that the bar rails are flat and
Placing a brand new chain directly into
/III
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heavy service is not a good expedient.
Break in a new chain at low speed, out
of the wood, for about two minutes.
Make sure it gets plenty of oil. Stop the
motor and check its tension, and if it has
loosened, tighten it to the correct tension.
Check it again after a few light cuts, and
readjust as necessary. Breaking it in this
way will greatly prolong its life and enhance its performance.
Reduce wear and prolong bar and
chain life by:
• keeping the chain sharp and touching
it up frequently.
• filing cutters evenly. Be sure the filing angles are the same on both sides.
• keeping your depth gauges even on
both sides of the chain and not filing
them below their recommended settings.
• using adequate amounts of bar oil.
Oil is cheaper than either a new bar or
chain! Don't be tempted to use the
cheapest motor oil you can find, either.
Only bar oil is formulated to provide the
protection that the bar and chain need.
• removing the bar periodically and
cleaning saw dust from oil holes and bar
grooves. After you reassemble your saw,
check that your oiler is working. Run the
saw holding the bar tip a few inches from
a light-colored object such as a fresh
wood slab. You should see oil slinging
off the chain almost immediately. If not,
check to see that you put everything back
i together correctly and the oil channels
aren't clogged with sawdust.
• tensioning the chain properly, just
tight enough to be able to pull around the
bar by (a gloved) hand.
Finally, take that saw file and chain
wrench out of your back pocket before
you jump in the truck for home. Truck
seats are worth preserving, too!
We would like to thank Michael Kelly
of Oregon Cutting Systems for his assistance in preparing this article.
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You could WIN a

WOOD/CHUCK 17X CHIPPER
Enter as often as you wish for only $50 each!
Drawing: at TO EXPO, Friday, Nov. 8, 1996, 3:00 pm.

Charlotte Convention Center. Charlotte. NC.
100 of rattle funds for the National Arhorkt Foundation ( N AF). Participants need not he present to win.

A Brand New Model, Unique Design, Paint by Dupont, Special 80 hp Perkins Engine, Covington Diesel

TITLE

NAME
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

TELEPHONE

FAX

ZIP CODE

To enter, complete the above entry form. Please include your check or money order for $50 per entry made out to

WOOD/CHUCK CHIPPER CORPORATION - RAFFLE' and mail to:
See usatTCl EXPO '96!

WOOD/CHUCK CHIPPER CORPORATION
P0 DRAWER 400 • SHELBY, NC 28150.
(
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Weighing just 6.8 pounds, the ECS-3301
is the lightest saw in its class. It also contains an inertia-activated chain brake that
stops the saw instantly and reduces the
chance of serious injury in case of kickback. Also, the safety throttle lock prevents
accidental acceleration during idling. For
operator comfort, the ECS-3301 has an
anti-vibe, floating engine, and its topmounted handle provides excellent
maneuverability and control.
The ECS-3301 contains a 32.3 cc (2.0cubic inch) 2.0 hp engine; stress relieved
and chrome plated cylinder: transistorized

Chain Saws
n
AIffiessaws
0

much more efficient tool.
The new Tanaka ECS-3301 top handle
chain saw features a completely new air
conduction system. The AirForce air induction and filtration system effectively
removes particles before they reach the air
filter system, which increases performance
and prolongs life.

RAPCO
CARBIDE.
CHAIN...
WITH RAPCO
CARBIDE CHAIN
YOU CAN CUT
20 to 25 CORDS
WITHOUT
RE-SHARPENING!

-CffS
(

like
a
Diamond
WORLD'S FINEST!

RAP CO
A&N

INDUSTRIES INC.

SALES BY: RAPCO MARKETING INC.
P.O. BOX 5219
VANCOUVER, WA 98668-5219
PHONE: 1-800-959-6130 FAX: 503-255-4807

ARBORIST

electronic ignition; and a heavy duty centrifugal clutch.
Tanaka also recently introduced a rear
handle chain saw, the ECS-335 1, which has
the same features and specifications as the
ECS-3301 and weighs 7.5 pounds.
Among STIHL's line of saws are several that have found a following among
arborists. The lightest model, the new 020T
is specifically designed for arborists and
line clearance workers who need high
power and low weight. The new saw has
seven different technological advances
over STIHL's previous 020S model. It
weighs only 7.7 pounds, has a 2.15-cubic
inch (35.2 cc) engine. It is equipped with
an attachment ring, single level master
control (a first for a top-handle saw), sideaccess chain tensioner, lifetime-warranted
electronic ignition system, anti-vibration
system, translucent fuel tank and Quickstop
inertial chain brake. It also features an
Ematic guide bar, which when used with
an adjustable chain oiler can reduce bar oil
consumption by up to 50 percent.
On those cold winter days, the new
STIHL 036 Pro Arctic chain saw reduces
the possibility of carburetor icing by providing carburetor heating designed to

Please circle 55 on Reader Service Card

Get a leg up on transplant success:

Tree Feeder 1[reE
THE FERTILIZER IS IN THE TUBE TM

Lti eder

THE FERTIL1ER1S Itil THE TUBE

Shrub Feeder
THE FERTILIZER IS IN THE TUBE TM

Designed for new tree and shrub transplants, these three products are ideal for the
professional landscaper, nurseryman, or garden center. Helps assure transplant success by delivering both water AND 5-15-5 fertilizer directly to the root ball. Helps
assure homeowners water and fertilize adequately! We provide retail P.O.P. support
materials, too.

3 Convenient Biodegradable Sizes!
• Reduce Re-plantings

• Reduce Call Backs

• Reduce Plant Stress

See us at CALL OR FAX US FOR A FREE PROFESSIONAL SAMPLE!
TCIEXPO

PATENT PENDING

Call 219/269-5888 or FAX 219/269-1047
Toll Free 800-822-TREE (8733)
HAIMBAUGH ENTERPRISES, INC. • WARSAW, IN 46580
Please circle 32 on Reader Service Card
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SERIOUS MONEY? NO.
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Big Flats, tly 14903
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You could invest $150.00 in the best mutual fund around
and in one year make $50 $l00...even $150 Big deal.
...

You could invest $150 in your first years membership to
the National Arborist Association and take advantage of the
programs and benefits your peers - and maybe your
competition - are using to build their businesses.
Here's just a sample of what your membership delivers:

r NAA Management Guidelines on Everything from Compensation to Compliance
Professionally-Developed
Advertising and Public
Relations Materials

'

I1 41 F L1I :

Member Discounts on Safety
Training Programs

C

A Supportive Network of
Knowledgeable, Experienced
Peers

j

National Publicity Campaign to Raise
Public Awareness of Member Companies
r An Entire Staff of Talented, Experienced
Tree People Working for You
( Free Company Listing on our World
Wide Web Site
' The NAA Monthly Reporter - The Management Newsletter that gets Read!
Not a bad return on $150, is it?
Get serious about your business. Call
today to put all the powerful, costeffective NAA programs to work for
you. Invest in yourself ...invest in success.

r Arborist Liability Insurance Programs
C

'

1-800-733-2622
THE NATIONAL
ARBORIST
ASSOCIATION

Arborists Consulting with Arborists
on a Toll-Free Hotline

PO. Box 1094. Amherst, NH 03031
Fax: 603-672-2613; E-Mail: 761 42,463@compuserv.com
Visit us on the Wodd Wide Web at: http://newww.com/org/naa

Leading commercial arboriculture into the 21st century.

Please circle 43 on Reader Service Card

Cbuiv-Saws
Accessories
0

This model includes a chromeimpregnated cylinder, dual
counterweight, ball bearingmounted crankshaft and an
adjustable automatic oiler. It
also features an inertia- activated chain brake for optimum .
safety and a five-point anti-vi..
bration handle system for '
cutting comfort.
The veteran of Olympyk's
chain saw line, the 264F Deluxe. .
is popular with arborists who appreciate its good
torque under load. The 264
has a manual chain brake
and an adjustable automatic chain oiler. It also
features a rubber-mount
anti-vibration system for
comfortable operation.

/

operate automatically at 47 degrees.
From Poulan/Weed Eater, the Poulan
PRO 190 Arborist is designed especially
for tree care professionals. At nine pounds
(dry weight without the bar), this is the
lightest-weight Poulan PRO tree saw. It has
a powerful 2.3-cubic inch!
38 cc engine that generates
a maximum rpm of 11,000
and features a DuraChrome
cylinder for longer engine
life. Running times are also
improved with a 6.5-ounce
bar and chain oil chamber
and a 11.5-ounce fuel tank.
Other standard features inProtective
clude a 14-inch reduced
Apparel
kickback bar and chain, an
automatic oiler, an inertia
OSHA regulations, less
chain brake and a rope ring. STIHL prote ciive cioining
expensive
fabrics,
more manufacturers and
Olympyk's saw designed especially for
increased
volume
have lowered prices for
professional arborists, the 935DF, features
safety
apparel.
And
it has become more
a lightweight design and easy handling.

1
Husqvarna's line of protective footwear

comfortable in the process.
Changes and improvements with protective apparel are ongoing. Many
manufacturers are surpassing government
standards and increasing comfort for users. Unlike the bulky, hot pants of old, new
fabric and improved ventilation make them
cooler for the user.
When deciding which items to buy, remember: Your body deserves quality.
Several things help distinguish quality.
Gear that meets ANSI standards and UL
classifications will be labeled. Look for
UL classified labels on pants and chaps and
an ANSI stamp on the inside of helmets

NOW, you no longer have to accept under
powered or out of production engines.
See us at
TCI EXPO
'96!

POWERFUL

GASOLINE
ENGINES
AVAILABLE!

O
Vurtec V-6
4.3L

Supplied i+iru
\tv'-

cj f Lane,

V00d Dale, IL 60191
Tel: 800-551-2938
H i . 800-432-9745

Please circle 54 on Reader Service Card
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Power Great Lakes, lnc

Head, eye, ear, face and hand protection
from Shindaiwa

buckles, a full bib zipper pocket, pencil
pocket and an oversized front shell pocket.
One size fits all up to 56 inches. with 12inch extender. All STIHL chaps, leggings
and pants are made with Engtex cut-retardant material and meet APA standard
92-A-12 and are UL classified.
STIHL's head gear is available with either nylon or metal full face screen.
Adjustable suspension and wide ear protector cushions provide a comfortable fit.
Protective leather boots are sewn with
two layers of 352 woven Kevlar. The steeltoed high boot is treated with silicone to
repel moisture. The waterproof rubber

boots sport steel-toed protection and layers of cut-resistant nylon.
A new clothing line, designed especially
for arborists and tree care professionals.
will soon be available from Husqvarna Forest & Garden Co. The new line includes
two types of chain saw protective pants, a
shirt and footwear. The protective bib coverall design does not interfere or compete
with arborists' climbing belts and har nesses. Quick-adjust shoulder straps and
easy access side panels provide comfort
and convenience during use.
Both new arborist pants are made with
warp knit hybrid chain saw protective ma-

aim

and protective glasses.
Expiration dates are stamped on some
apparel. For example, a plastic helmet exposed to UV rays won't be as effective over
time as it was when new. Some helmets
become obsolete after a year or two. Even
one of the best materials on helmets, ABS
Polymer, will break down after a few years.
Expiration dates are helpful to insure a
helmet stored in someone's garage is reliable when the user needs it most.
Pants or chaps that are UL classified
must do at least one of two things: Stop the
chain on a running saw, or prevent the saw
from cutting through for at least 1 1/2 seconds with a chain moving at 3.000 feet per
minute.
On chaps. an APA class A label also requires four inches of additional padding on
the left side of each calf, which is the most
likely place users might cut themselves.
Chaps have become lighter in design and
on the wallet. If you gave up wearing chaps
years ago because they were so uncomfortable, you should give the new breed a try.
There is continuous development that goes
into getting the right'amming and reaction
times needed for the operations' maximum
protection in accident situations. There is
no reason for anyone to be using a chain
saw without them.
Complete protective gear for chain saw
users includes chaps or pants, helmet systems, hearing protection, boots, gloves and
glasses. Jackets with shoulder and chest
protection are another option.
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See us at
(TcI EXPO)
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Call Ton

Free Brochure
Quote
-

.

52 Years Building Quality
Forestry Bodies

1-800-288-0992
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Protective Wear
STIHL offers a complete line of protective wear, including gloves, hard hats,
safety goggles and boots. Orange and green
camo bib or apron style chaps feature attached suspenders with quick-release

I
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Chain Saws
AOMMIMMAT
terial and a Caribou fabric shell. This 300
denier Cordura nylon blend is stronger,
breathes easier and is more water resistant
than most shells.
The Cordura blend works to repair small
thorn-sized punctures and holes, yet it offers better durability per weight than

NOW YOU CAN
PREVENT
Poison Ivy & Oak

IT'S SO EASY!
Would you take just 5 drops a
day of Oral Ivy® in water or
juice so you don't get poison
ivy, oak and sumac?

6 Months Prevention
Just 7 A Day
$12.50 + $1.00 Postage
$90.00/Doz. Plus UPS Shipping
AN OUNCE
OF PREVENTION

Oral=

4Ivy®

cotton. The stitching is sewn in a pattern
that allows for easy bending of the knees
during climbing and also prevents the pants
from pulling at the waist.
Both pants exceed APA class A requirements, which require four inches of
additional padding on the side of each calf.
This additional padding wraps around the
entire calf and extends to the crotch area.
Better ventilation in the crotch and pocket
areas improves air circulation and comfort,
and snapping zipper keepers on the legs
help reduce snapping during climbing. The
arbor pants come with zippered front and
rear pockets to hold arborist gear.
Based on professional arborists' requests
and testing, Husqvarna's flat-sole arborist
boots are designed for climbing and foot
locking. The boots are made with a Polymer Barrier for chain saw protection and
full-grained oiled tanned leather around the
ankle. The boots also include the Ultec
2000 non-metallic safety toe that meets
ANSI Z41 PT91 standards for impact and
compression protection.
Although it is non-metallic, this safety
toe offers the same protection of steel-toed
boots with 1/3 less weight, another benefit
when climbing while using a chain saw.
The front and instep areas of Jonsered's
logger safety boots have approved chain
saw cut-resistant materials, which extend
down to the CSA grade 1-approved steel
toe cap. The boots are approved according
to international safety standards. Boot soles
are made of oil-resistant material, with a
deep tread that gives a sure footing in the

4
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forest or country.
The shell of the helmet is made from age
resistant HD Polythene, which has a high
resistance to UV radiation. The fluorescent
color is clearly visible in the woods. The
complete helmet meets or exceeds international safety standards.
The mesh visor has a large surface area,
with a wide viewing range. The mesh
weave provides the best combination of
protection and good vision.
Should the chain cut through the fabric,
the fiber material will become caught in the
chain and the drive mechanism, stopping
the chain.
The "built-in chain brake" in the safety
pants, consists of several layers of material under the outer fabric.
Shindaiwa offers a safety helmet that is
really a system for head, face and hearing
protection. The helmet is made of durable,
high-impact nylon, and 23dB NRR earmuffs fit the user with constant,
comfortable pressure. Plus, the nylon mesh
face shield ventilates in hot weather and
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See us at TCI EXPO '96!

ORDER NOW
TOLL FREE

1-800-553-6778
"
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AMERICAN

EXPRESS:
TEETH; Regular and Tuff Teeth
BRUSH CHIPPER BLADES and ANVILS
POCKETS: Regular, Tuff, and NEW Heat Treated Pockets :

-I

ORAL IVY, INC.
BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815
Please circle SO on Reader Service Card
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LEONARDI MFG CO. INC. 2728 ERIE DRIVE, WEEDSPORT, NY 13166
PHONE: (315) 834-6611 FAX: (315) 834-9220
FREE BROCHURE CAILIL 1-800-537-2552
Please circle 38 on Reader Service Card
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See us at TCI EXPO '96!

sible
future
breakthrough.
Chain Saw
Oregon Cutting
Systems has
Attachments
recently begun
manufacturing
A carbide Sd\\ chain that looks
low-vibration
like the standard chain—except that
versions of its 3/
a carbide insert is fitted onto the
Speciality carbide
chains from Rapco
8-inch pitch and
clutter—is manufactured by Rapco
Industries, Inc.
325-inch pitch cutting chains that are popular among tree
A regular chain saw must be sharpened
workers. Cutting performance is not diminat least once per cord of wood cut. With
ished by the low-vibration modifications.
the Rapco Carbide Saw Chain, sharpening
Changing the shape of the bottoms of the
would be needed once per 20 to 25 cords.
links allowed levels of impact between
Carbide chain is not often used in general
chain and guide bar to be reduced.
voodcutting operations because it costs
Oregon 91VG chain is the low-vibration
slightly more than conventional chain.
version of the long-popular 9ISG, a speHowever, it is unmatched in its ability to
cial 3/8-inch pitch low-kickback chain
cut wood that may contain nails or other
intended for use on small saws up to 2.5
chain blade obstacles.
cubic inches (41 cc). For saws using .325Speciality carbide chains are available
inch pitch chains, tree care workers now
in any pitch. from 3/8-inch low profile to
get low-vibration performance from
1/2-inch, and in standard, skip and double
Oregon's 20, 21 and 22VB chains. These
skip configurations. Most of the company's
chains are recommended for saws from 2.3
sales are in .404 pitch, since bigger chains
to 3.5 cubic inches (38 to 58 cc).
seem to withstand abuse better.
Small-saw bars with big-bar features can
Continuing development of carbide
be found in the Pro 91 and Pro-lite lines of
technology is a basic concern for Rapco,
Oregon bars. Pro 91 bars are specially built
hut ceramic tipped chain is seen as a poseliminates foaoino
in cold weather.
bb

for use with the Oregon 91 series of 3/8inch pitch chains (9ISG, 91S, 91VG,
91VS) and are available in 12-inch
through 16-inch lengths. Pro-lite bars are
often preferred where heavy commercial
demands are placed on small to mid-size
saws. Pro-lite bars can be used with .325
inch-pitch or 3/8 inch-pitch chains and
come in 11-inch to 24-inch lengths.
An all-new narrow-kerf bar-chain system called Micro-Lite with similar low
vibration characteristics is also available
from Oregon. One advantage of narrowkerf cutting is that less power is required
from the saw. Micro-lite 95VP chain is
a.325 inch-pitch chain for saws 2.2 to 2.8
cubic inches (35 to 45 cc). For arborists.
Oregon recommends the use of MicroLite Pro bars, built with the same
materials and processes as other Oregon
professional bars.
New bar-chain combination packs
for many Stihl saw models are available
from Oregon. Fourteen inch and 16inch car-chain combos feature 3/8
inch-pitch 91VG chain and Pro 91 bars.
Sixteen-inch through 20-inch combos
feature .325 inch-pitch 22CB chain and
Pro-Lite bars.
TCI

high power-to-weight ratio

I
/ see us at
TOl EXPO

.

TurboPort' Air Intake System
• very quiet operation - ideal
for urban environments
• full anti-vibe system

•

• inertial chain brake

'

• smooth, rounded shape
prevents snags
up to 16" bar and chain

• 7-day money back guarantee

h111\.
r

• for the dealer nearest you,
call 800-521-7733
WE SIMPLY MAKE THEM BETTER.

indama

----r
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HELP WANTED
We have just opened our seventh branch

Experienced tree care professionals. Fast

Experienced climber/foreman needed for
established Massachusetts tree service.
Self-motivated arborist, certificate a plus, to
work in a drug-free environment. Send resume or call Holbrook Tree Service, 252
Union St., Yarmouthport, MA 02675. Phone:
508-362-8085.

office! Our success continues to generate
opportunities for career minded professionals. We have immediate openings for: • Plant
Health Care Specialists in our NY, NJ, CT
and MA locations • Sales Positions in NY—
Long Island and Westchester County—and
NJ • Operations Manager in Westchester
County, NY • Branch Managers in Long Island, NY and Union, NJ. All positions offer
excellent salary and benefits. If you share our
passion for trees and wish to become a part
of a winning team, please forward your resume to SavATree, 360 Adams Street,
Bedford Hills, NY 10507 or Fax 914-6665843, attn: Human Resources. EOE.

growing, quality-oriented company in the
Chicago North Shore looking for top-notch
foremen to manage crews, equipment and
shop. Ideal candidates will have a minimum
of 3 years experience, CDL and strong desire to achieve. Excellent compensation &
benefits package. Please send resume and
contact the Kinnucan Company, 28877 Nagel
Ct., Lake Bluff, IL 60044. Phone:
708-234-5327.

RELOCATE TO FLORIDA and enjoy yearround employment, great weather and a
terrific working environment. We are growing fast and need: foremen, climbers, sales
people and all-round tree care professionals
and helpers. Excellent compensation and
benefits with opportunity for advancement.
Drug-free workplace. Call 407-968-1045.

FLORAPERSONNEL INC. In our second
decade of performing confidential key employee searches for the landscape/tree
industry and allied trades worldwide. Retained basis only. Candidate contact
welcome, confidential, and always free. 1740
Lake Markham Rd., Sanford FL 32771.
Phone (407) 320-8177. Fax (407) 320-8083.

Golden Bear Arborists, Inc., needs you! If

you are an aggressive, hard-charging, motivated, career-minded individual looking to
make the big bucks, we are the firm for you.
You must be a creative person willing to give
200%. Call Walter at 818-359-6647 for a
phone interview.

Job seekers/employers Job listings news-

paper with openings in arboriculture and
allied fields. Published twice monthly, $22.95
for 6 issues. Employers post your job openings for $14.95. Ferrells "Jobs in Horticulture,"
TCI, P0 Box 156, Mechanicsburg, PA 170550156. Phone: 800-428-2474; Fax:
800-884-5198.
-

We're looking for a few good men. If you

have bucket, climbing and foreman experience and want to make $10-15 hour. Please
send resume to: P0 Box 91, Barberton, OH
44203. Paid holidays. Vacation.

See usatTCl EXPO '96!
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PURCHASE POWER PROGRAM
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THE POWER OF CASH
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ABC VENDOR, INC.

S7500000
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We put the Check and the Power

.'

of Cash in your hands!

BECOME A CASH BUYER AND
EMPOWER YOUR BUSINESS.
CALL I.1I.l E:I0I0hh11 - OMNI

N ii r

ri

[

D
.

,

No monthly payments for the
first 90 days or skip any three
months during the lease up to
$75,000. your choice.
Put valuable equipment to work b you
immediately, with minimal impact on cash flow.

.
.

W.

: Program available for new & used equipment.

"

ASY TO APPLY, EASY TO QUALIFY.
CALL NOW

E:I0I0711-OM

NI

Please circle 48 on Reader Service Card
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• You have control when and where to make your
equipment
• Obtain your equipment on the spot.
• No delays in lengthy paperwork.
• Once you are approved we send you a check
to make out to whomever you choose!

$90/90 DAYS
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FLEX PROGRAM
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Arborist—Representative: 1 hour from
NYC. Sales and service to residential and
corporate. Must be fully experienced and
knowledgeable of the industry. Competitive
package, benefits and growth opportunity.
Send resume to: Box CC, TCI, P0 Box 1094,
Amherst, NH 03031.
Ira Wickes/arborists, a leader in the green
industry for over 68 years, seeks quality
oriented individuals to help us continue our
growth. Dedicated, career-minded candidates
are needed for all facets of our organization,
including Sales, General Tree Care, Plant
Health Care, Integrated Plant Management
and Turf Care. We consider professionalism,
quality, safety and teamwork to be essential
to our operations, so if you'd like to work in
this environment, bring your experience and
ideas tolra Wickes Arboristsatll McNamara
Road, Spring Valley, NY 10977. Phone 914354-3400 or Fax 914-354-3475.
Arborist/salespeople. Established, aggressive and fast-growing full-service tree care
company in northern Virginia looking for highly
motivated individuals to expand our current
client base. Top pay and benefits to qualified
individuals. Send resume to Fairfax Tree
Service, P.O. Box 1365, Fairfax, VA 22030 or
FAX: 703-591-2241.

DIVISION MANAGER POSITION-Nationally recognized tree service company seeks
a highly motivated individual with experience in utility line clearance services to
manage and operate a service territory in
the Northeast. Excellent opportunity with
top pay and benefits. Please send resume
toTCI Box AP, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst NH
03031. E.O.E.
SALES/PROFESSIONAL ARBORIST
22 reasons to make a careeer at Hartney
Greymont are: A nationally recognized
landsape and tree care company providing
service in the Boston area. Job stability.
Growth potential. Competitive salary. Excellent salary. Year-round employment. Growing company. Quality reputation. Tuition reimbursement. Learning experiences. Team
spirit. Employee stock ownership. Up-to-date
equipment. Safety focused. Rewarding client relationships. Award-winning service.
ideal facility. Participation in decision- making. Skill enhancement incentives. Knowledgeable peers & mentors. Value-driven organization. Drug-free workplace. For more
information, contact Mark Tobin, Hartney
Greymont, 433 Chestnut Street, Needham,
MA 02192. (617) 444-1227.

ANDY'S TRUCK CENTER INC.
WEST

PALM

FLORIDA

BEACH.

Or

Grapple Loaders 4 m
stock) 1983-87 Ford/GMC/
Int., Gas-Dsl, 16-18' Trash
Beds.

TCI 'S
CLASSIFIEDS
FIND QUALITY
PEOPLE FOR
YOUR BUSINESS

t0i,'LANDSCAPING
AT HOME
0

(2) 1988 Ford F/UO w/AL50
Aerial Lift of Conn. (1) Gas,
(1) Dsl, Chip Box Dumps.
(1) $38,000 - (1) $39,900

-

Cnppo: dumps; Several
1986-90 Ford-GMC 7000
w/L-shape or Man Cab
Split Dumps, Gas-Dsl
(1) 1990 Ford Super Duty
with L-shape Dump, Dsl.

Quality
Equipment
Since 1965

EXPERIENCED RELIABLE CLIMBER!
FOREMAN needed for established Ohio tree
service. We are looking for a motivated, takecharge individual. $30k to $35k annually,
401K plan, health insurance, 7199
Havermann Rd., Celina, OH 45822 or call
Rick 1-800-521-2874.

Easily & Quickly

• Buckets 38' to 70' reach
• Flat Beds
• Chip Boxes
• Line Bodies
e--

Work year-round at a dynamic tree care
company in one of the top 10 most livable
cities in the USA. Seattle Tree Preservation,
Inc. has openings for highly motivated, ISA
certified arbonsts to work in our very big trees
and live in the most forgiving climate in North
America. Top pay, medical/dental insurance,
vacation, sick pay, retirement plan, and continuing education time are standard company
benefits. Send resume to: Seattle Tree Preservation, Inc., 14508 Whitman Ave., N.,
Seattle, WA 98133. (206) 367-4048.

FOR PLEASURE - Please your family
with a professionally landscaped yard. Assist
your friends and community in landscape
projects.
FOR PROFIT - Prepare for tremendous
money-making opportunities for trained
men and women in the Landscape Field. You
may quickly learn - at home - how to
become a Landscape authority; Landscape
Contractor, Landscape Nursery-man,
Garden Consultant, Lecturer or Designer.
Start your own profitable business or get a
good paying position. Excellent part time
money-making opportunities.
1048
LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS, Dept. TA0196
101 Harrison Street, Archbald, PA 18403

LOC 51 Liftalls, Chip Boxes,
30-36,000 Miles. S29,800 ea.

Please send me free copy of your brochure,
"How to Learn Modern Landscaping for Profit
or Pleasure."
WRITE OR CALL TODAY! 1-800-326-9221
Name
Address
City

Please circle $ on Reader Service Card
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Experienced, self-motivated tree climbers wanted by suburban Boston, MA tree

& landscape company. Arborist certification, CDL and pesticide license preferred
but not required. Company-sponsored
training and education programs, health
insurance and paid holiday/vacation days
available to career-minded, quality-oriented workers. Relocation assistance
available. Fax your resume to 617-6305273 or call Mon-Fri 7a.m.-4 p.m.
617-965-8820 for an application.
Are you a person willing to put forth extra effort to help yourself and your

company succeed? We are seeking motivated individuals to fulfill positions in
general tree care, climbing, PHC and sales
for our offices throughout the metro areas
of Chicago, Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey and Washington, D.C. Our company offers excellent benefits, training and
advancement potential. Send resume to
Kathy Hendricksen, The Care of Trees,
2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090.
Phone: 847-394-4220.

Growing Vegetation Mgmt. Co. looking for

exp. mgrs for our ROW spraying divisions in
NE & Midwest. Must be able to make decisions, be creative, self-motivated & have
strong organizational skills. Exc. starting salary & co. pd. ben. If you have vegetation
mgmt operations/sales exp. or a degree in
horticulture/arboriculture/urban forestry or a
related field, send resume to DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. Attn: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 N.
Conahan Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. 800360-9333.
Guardian Tree Experts, Inc. seeks a moti-

vated tree care professional to work yearround 7:30-5:00 Monday-Friday as a Tree
Trimmer in our Northern Virginia or Rockville,
Maryland office. We have served the D.C.
metropolitan area since 1961. Excellent pay
and benefits package, including a 401(k)
retirement program, paid holidays, sick leave
and vacation bonuses, group health and
disability insurance plan. Applicant should be
willing to work toward becoming an ISA cer tified arborist, a CDL holder and CPR-First
Aid certified. To join our team of safe-working
professionals please call: 703-256-3291.

FOR SALE
Aerial bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh,

Skyworker - most major brands - 40' to 95'.
Also, brush chippers, stump grinders, tree
spades, log loaders and Rayco stump cutters. Parts for aerial buckets. Allied Utility
Equipment, Inc., W. 204 North 11509
Goldendale Road, Germantown, WI 53022.
Phone: 414-255-6161.
Hardware and software by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about the
industry's best selling package, call or write
Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston
Road, Westport, CT 06880. Phone:
203-226-4335.
Brush chippers. Always several good, clean
used units in stock - Brush Bandit, Morbark,
Wood/Chuck - disc or drum style. New Brush
Bandits in stock - all models. Call for current
availability and prices. Hawkensen Equipment Co., Inc., Plymouth, NH. Phone:
800-299-8970.
1990 Vermeer 1250 Brush Chipper.

TCI'S CLASSIFIEDS
DELIVER QUALITY BUYERS!

Perkins 80 hp diesel with 1537 hours, $8,000.
Call 713-482-3511.

The Used
Equipment Center
A NOTE TO OUR
VALUED CUSTOMERS:

I

When you buy a used aerial lift
or digger derrick from DUECO,
you will know everything that we
know about the unit. PM, DOT
and dielectric tests are performed
with written results available for
your inspection.

,

Call New today:

_J
LARGE SELECTION OF:
Aerial Lifts • Digger Derricks
New & Used Parts, Service & Maintenance
Please circle 25 on Reader Service Card
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1-800-503-8326
Waukesha, WI 53186
414-547-8500
CHECK OUT OUR WEB SITE!
http://www. dueco. corn

Bucket trucks with utility beds: 1985
Asplundh LR-50 on 85 Chevy, $21,500; 1983
Reach-All 58 on Ford, $18,400. Chip trucks:
86 Ford, $7,400;'85 Intem'l DT 466, $12,400,
92 F600 chip truck $13,500. Call 423-9887574.
'70 Ford w150' HiRanger, Utility bed, new
red paint, $15,500. Several '86-87 IH 6.9 Diesel w155' W H Lift-Ails, Dump Boxes for '82
lH V-8 w/53 WH HiRanger, cab guard, flat
bed, single man bucket, $24,000. '77 GMC
w/57' WH HiRangers, single man bucket, utility beds, $20,000 each. 2 left!! S.J. Ross Co.,
317-634-4499, Indianapolis.
Brush chippers, stump grinders, shredders, muichers, log splitters, new, used

and reconditions, small, med. and large capacities. Financing available. Cal-Line
Equipment Co., Livermore, CA. Phone:
510-443-6432.
Complete truck packages for sale or rent

at highly competitive prices, ready for quick
delivery. Chip trucks and bucket trucks featuring galvanneal steel bodies on Ford diesel
chassis-cabs. M.I.R.K., Inc. Phone:
216-669-2000.

Replacement fiberglass booms, baskets,
liners and accessories to fit Altec, Asplundh,

TECO, Holan, Lift All, Reach-All, Telelect,
Hi-Ranger and other aerial lifts. PCC has made
more aerial lift fiberglass booms and baskets
than any other company. Call us to get the best
price, unsurpassed quality and quick delivery on your basket or boom replacement or
repair and on polyethylene liners. Every new
basket is dielectrically tested and all mounting inserts are imbedded in the fiberglass.
Booms are dielectrically and structurally
tested. Liners are tested at either 50 or 70
kV. Brands of aerial lifts listed are trademarks
of Altec Industries, Inc., Teco, Inc. Holan!
General Cable; Hydra Tec, Inc., Reach-all
Mfg. Co., and Simon-Telect, Inc. respectively.
Plastic Composites Corporation, Fort Wayne,
IN 46825. Phone: 800-747-9339; Fax:
219-483-2532.
Can your stump cutter operate for $3 an
hour and go anywhere? Ours can. The

Alpine Magnum weighs just 88 lbs., can
operate near fences, walkways, buildings,
and sidehills. It can clear brush, dig shallow
trenches and maneuver over soft ground
without making tire tracks. Call or write: Alpine Machine, 7910 Thornbury St. S.W.,
Olympia, WA 98512-2368. (360) 357-5116.

"We didn't become the leader in the industry by selling
cheaper knives . we did it by selling quality knives."
CHIPPER
KNIFE SHARPENING
KNIVES
SERVICE
SOUR
E-ZBeever
24 hour turnaround
A9
tbolhhl
Wood Chuck
350 to 250 / inch
Eeger Beever
based
Brush Bandit
on quantity
Chiprnore
TUB
Side Winder
GRINDERS
Wood-Pro
hammers
Promark
inserts
Dosko
swing
Vermeer
hammers
Side Fire
Morbark
SHARP EDGE, INC.
WASTE
Diadem - Wayne
RECYCLER
FMC - Asplundh
KNIVES
Mitts & Merrill
KNIFE GRINDERS
Limbco - Olathe
Lindig - M&B Fitchburg
From 24" bench model up to 80"
floor models
STUMP
See us atTCl EXPO '96!
GRINDER
To place your order for quality knives, call
TEETH

1-800-533-1918

Would you invest $600 to gain better control of your customer and business
transactions and increase your sales and
profit growth? Stay ahead of your competition by calling 1-800-49-ARBOR for more
information on ArborWare®, the industry's
most comprehensive, stable and efficient
PC-based software package from Creative
Automation Solutions. We also provide integrated systems including LANs, LapTop
and NEWTON hand-held data links, and
custom software development.
Hollie Wood Enterprises. Firewood splitters
and processors, tractor grapples, arborist
supplies. Phone: 508-222-9350.
1988 L-8000 Ford tandem w/240 HP

Ford diesel, 16 frnt, 44 rears, set back
front axle. Allison automatic trans.,
mounted w/Big John AA90 tree spade in
excellent condition. Best offer. Phone:
407-968-1045.
Vermeer 665A-Great condition. 2-1996

Rayco 106 DXH (500) hours (200) hours.
1672 DXH-NEW. 1635 DXH-NEW. Hodges
25HP Portable (50 hrs). Must sell by Oct. 31.
(601) 371-8733 (Wayne) Matthew 16:26

'ARBORIST/SALES REPRESENTATIVE
BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS is seeking career
minded individuals to join the international
leader in scientific tree care. We currently have
SALES REPRESENTATIVE openings in New
York, Connecticut, New Jersey and Texas.
We offer:
On-going training by scientists of the
Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories
- Superior compensation package, including:
Medical Benefits. 401K, Company Car, etc.
If you have tree care sales experience or have an
aptitude for sales, combined with a degree in
ornamental horticulture / arboriculture / urban
torestry, or a related field, please send or fax a
detailed resume to:

BARTL•TT

Gregory S. Daniels
66 Wooster Heights
Danbury, CT 06810
Fax: (203) 748-3048
(For NY, CT & NJ)
John C. Good
P.O. Box 691
Chambersburg, PA 17201
Fax: (717) 264-0246
(For Texas)

See usatTCl EXPO 9 96!
IIARTLE'l"I' 'IREE I'XPER'lS
Caring for Trees Since 1907

Please circle 12 on Reader Service Card
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Aerial Equipment, Inc. Your used chipper and stump cutter supplier, serving

the Midwest! BRAND NEW-We now are the
Midwest's largest supplier of Arborists supplies and equipment-Call for a free price
list and talk to our professional staff. Used
equipment available-(1) 1989 Rayco Hy dro-Stumper (Rubber-tired); (1) 1994
Rayco RG20HD; (1)1994 Rayco RG2)HD;
(1) 1989 Mini-Chief Stump Grinder; (3)
Asplundh Whisper Chippers; (2) Brush
Bandit Model 90 1-1989&1-1990 both with
gas engines. (1) 1990 Morbark Model 290
Diesel; (1) 1991 Morbark Model 290 Diesel;
(1) 1989 Morbark Eeger Beaver Gas Engine;
(1) Vermeer Model 620; (1) 1992 Model 250
Diesel; (1) 1986 Ford F-600 Gas Engine4Wheel Drive with a front mounted winch and
a HOBBS chip box. Several new and demo
Brush Bandit Chippers and Rayco Stump
Cutters available also. CALL-Ron or Joel
Aerial Equipment Inc., Phone 847-394-1042.
Bucket truck: 72ft. working height, telescopic boom, upper and lower controls,
heavy duty cab shield, 4 outriggers, 14yard dump chip, box with hinged opening
tops, huge tool boxes, mounted on 1978
Chev C-60, 5-sp, 2-sp, excellent condition,
custom built by retired owner $22,500 Larry
Schmidt (561) 832-0519.
TWENTY+ USED CHIPPERS AND
STUMP GRINDERS IN STOCK! Most

makes & models. We can ship anywhere in
the U.S. - Ask about our satisfaction guarantee! Alexander Equipment Company,
1054 N. DuPage Ave., Lombard, IL 60148.
Phone (630) 268-0100.

(

(1) 1991 Mighty Bandit II w/Onan 24-HP

gas engine (1)1991 Model 250 Brush Bandit
w/John Deere 80-HP diesel engine; (1) 1992
Model 250 Brush bandit w/Perkins 102-HP
diesel engine; (1) 1989 Model 1200 Brush
bandit w/Cummins 200-HP (rebuilt), winch;
(1) 1992 Model 1254(14" diameter capacity)
Brush bandit wlCummins 200-HP diesel engine; (1) 1995 Model 1254 (14" diameter
capacity) Brush bandit w/Cummins 200-HP
diesel engine; (1) Morbark Model 20/20 EZ
Chipper w/Ford 6-cylinder gas engine; (1)
1991 Morbark 290 w/Cummins 100-HP diesel engine; (1) 1984 Morbark Eeger Beever
(curbfeed) wiWisconsin 65-HP gas engine;
(1) Morbark Eeger Beever w/Wisconsin 65HP gas engine;(4) Morbark Model 290 Eeger
Beevers w/Cummins 4133.9 76 hp diesel
engines; (1) 1974 12 inch Chipmore drum WI
6-cylinder Ford gas engine; (1) 1982
Chipmore Drum Chipper w/371 GMC diesel
engine; (1) 1993 Model 1290 Drum Bandit w/
Ford 4.23 gas engine; (1)1979 Wayne Chipper w/ Ford 6-cylinder gas engine; (1) Olathe
Model 986 w/Ford 4.23 gas engine; (1)1989
Asplundh 16" Drum w/Ford V-8 gas engine;
(1)1 987 VermeerModel665AStumpgrinder;
(1) Rayco Model 1665 Stump grinder. For
further information, please contact: Bandit
Industries, Incorporated, 6750 Millbrook
Road, Remus, Ml 49340. Phone: 800-9520178; Fax: 517-561-2273.
Tree Spades For Sale. 87 Stocker 85" on 80

White T/A. Beats Big John 90" $45,000 B/O;
85 Trans Tree 45" on 80 Ford S/A w/1 0 pod
trailer $45,000 B/O; JD 450B track loader w/
30" + 44" Vermeers, Drott bucket+ backhoe
$20,000 B/O. Delivery available. 813-4622846 or 813-535-5513.

are

Our 124 series saw, with our own unique tooth design, is the fastest
and smoothest cutting saw available today.
We offer this saw in 22" and 24" lengths and in regular or tefloncoated finishes. We also have scabbards to fit; your choice of leather
or belted rubber.

Your Source for Arborist Supplies

BARTLE ¶TT MANUFACTURIN9 CO.
3003 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, MI 48202
PHONE: (800)331-7101 (313)873-7300 FAX:(313)873-5454
See us atTCl EXPO '96!
Please circle 24 on Reader Service ( ard
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After fifty productive-years, professional pruner
Brion Winship felt it was time to retire his
faithful Corona Model 80

Lit
Corona Model 80, circa 1946
Brion.WInship's legendary workhorse.
Finally retired after 50 demanding years.

...and kick off his next fifty with our all-new
lighter weight, easier cutting

Corona BP 6190, circa 1996
Lightweight, ergonomic"slimline" design for greater
comfort, easier pruning. Drop -forged, hollow-ground
RadialArc® blades and integral CoroniumT steel
handles for superior 1" cutting jierformance and true
Corona strength. Also available in 3/4" models:
BP 6170 (angled head) and BP 6140 (straight head.)

-

1
-

See usatTCl EXPO '96!
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Brion Winship
Retired Pro/ssional Pruner
__

For details about our new BP 6100 Series and a FREE catalog
of our full line of professional cutting tools, call
-:

L

V/J

•P :
© 1996 corona Clipper / A Harrow Company / 1540 E. Sixth St. / Corona, CA 91719
Ph:: (800) 847-7863 or (909) 737-6515 / Fax: (909) 737-8657 / http://www.coronaclipper.com
Please circle 21 on Reader Service Card

CHLOROSIS TREE MEDICINE, GUARANTEED. Oaks and most deciduous trees.

10 minute application. Full color change in
19 days. $29/qt. postpaid. Treats 16 trees.
Pin Oak Specialist, Omaha, NE 68112.
402-455-9384.
1995 Rayco 1625, Self Propelled Stump
Grinder with Trailer, Very Good Condition 25

hrs $8,500; 1987 Vermeer 665B Stump
Grinder, Wisconsin V-4, New CEI Teeth and
Pockets $8,500; 1992 Vermeer 1250 Chipper, Auto Feed, Perkins 1 O3hp Turbo Diesel
Engine $11,500; 1992 Vermeer 206 Self-Propelled Portable Stump Grinder, Kohler 20hp
Gasoline Engine $4,500; 1989 Morbark 100
Chipper, New 24hp Onan Gasoline Engine,
Last Year, $3750; Chipmore Chipper 16"
Feed, Ford 360 Gasoline Engine, $6000;
1992 Vermeer 665B Stump Grinder, Wisconsin V-4, 735 hours, New CEI Teeth and
Pockets, $15000; Asplundh S/N TC5732
Ford Gasoline Engine, 12" Drum Style,
$5500; 1995 Morbark 7 Chipper, 35hp Wisconsin Gasoline Engine Only 76 Hours,
$9000; 1994 Morbark 10 Chipper, John
Deere 44hp engine, only 573 hours, $11,500.
Call Michigan Cat at 616-532-3635

1973 GMC 4x4 Chip Truck with heavy duty
winch, everything works, runs good, minimal
rust. $5000 or best offer, must sell, 410-7993266.

FOR RENT
Save 20 years growing time. Ninety-inch

Big John tree spade for rent with experienced operator anywhere in New England
or Eastern New York. Can move trees 1012 inches caliper. Develop a new profit
center without any capital expenditure. Call
Residential Foresters for details, 203-4299972.

BUSINESS
FOR SALE

SERVICES
Expand Your Business using newsletters.

Keep existing customers and get new customers at the same time. Custom-designed
newsletters can do it! Monthly, Bi-Monthly,
Quarterly. Don't let your valuable advertising $s go in the trash. Get Free
word-of-mouth advertising as customers
pass your direct mail piece along. We can
take all the hassle out. Call Taylar-Braedon
Publishing for information. 1-800-6542655.
NAA MEMBERS. Boost your company's
credibility. Enroll your employees in the

NAA's Tree Care Specialist Program. First
five employees registered are free. Training consultation over the phone. Allows
employers to certify employees. 1-800-7332622.

Established tree trimming and removal
business located in Boise, Idaho. Will sell

with or without existing equipment. Interested parties please write to P.O. Box 3269,
Boise, Idaho 83703.

Classified ad rates: $50 per inch ($45 NAA members) 1-inch minimum. Payable in advance, due the 20th of the
month two months prior to publication. Send ad and payment to: TCI, P0 Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031.

(201) 227— 0359
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19 "H" Commerce Rd.
Fairfield, N.J. 07006
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F-Cluipment Adapted
for New Uses
By Neil F. Mitchell

\\ ritin to tell \01.1 about some
techniques/equipment that I've
used
-rn successfully for the past 10 years
that may be useful to others in the business. For the record, I'm a 56-year-old
retired Marine Colonel, a Certified Ar horist and have run my business full-time
since 1988. I still do all the climbing.
A. First, for removals, which is the
hulk of my business, I use a six-foot long,
1/4-inch cable with safety clips on each
end as a lanyard while climbing. The sixtoot length is adequate for about 90
percent of the trees we take down in this
area. This is the functional equivalent of
a wire core flipline, only without the rope
covering. The precaution for using it
would be the same: Stay clear (meaning
more than 10 feet) from electrical conductors, and inspect the wire frequently
for fraying and fatigue, particularly at the
points of attachment to the safety clips.
Once in position to make a cut, I snap
in with a six-foot length of light chain
fixed on the left with a screw lock and
on the right with a steel carabiner. This
is obviously easily adjustable and can't
he cut with a saw. Again, stay clear of
the conductors. Lanyards must meet the

I

in ni mum breaki ni strength requirement for climbing line of 5400 lbs..
regardless of what they're made of.
Carabiners used to support a climber
must be double locking to conform
with ANSI Z133 requirements.
I also use a padded gear sling, a
length of 1/2-inch line and locking
carabiner to carry my saw into the tree.
This arrangement is comfortable and
handy. Suspending the saw just below
my feet keeps it out of the way while
climbing and gives enough line to
reach out and make a cut. Padded gear
slings are available in any mountain
climbing equipment store or catalog.
For years, I've use a piece of I
2-inch or 5/8-inch line and two or threc
carabiners as a"false crotch." The
same sling tied around the bottom of a
tree can provide additional friction to
lower larger limbs. This technique is
fast and safe for at least 75 percent of
the limbs we have to lower. For bigger
material, I use pulleys and a T-shaped
lowering device.
I know that anyone who has ever
climbed a tree is an instant expert! Some
may disagree with my techniques or gear

Peavey Tree Pruning Poles
Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer
a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and
equipment for the professional as well as the
amateur who wants a quality made tool.
For years we have made a limited line of pruner
poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that
if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide
basis that we can satisfy
Available in threaded
anyone else.

Ld

j

T
use, but this equipment has worked efficiently and safely for me for many years.

TCI
Neil F. Mitchell is the owner of Mitchell
\
Tree Sen-ice, Inc., of Wood/'!

&

Supplies

We have a variety of poles including white ash in
solid lengths; and also six foot sectional poles with
lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also
available a line of non conductive sectional, or full
length fiberglass poles for the electrical contractors.
Included you will find a complete price list and
order form for all pruner poles and equipment.

or clip type couplers

•

PH4R Pruning Heads

(

MANUFACTURING CO.

P.O. Box 129 East Eddington, Maine 04428
207) 843-7861 —843-6778— FAX 207 8-43-5005

SI Saw Head

Please circle 52 on Reader Service Card
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September 10

September 12-13

October 7-9

National Arbor Day Foundation
Building With Trees Workshop
Newark, NJ
For other cities and dates: 402-474-5655

Michigan Forestry and Park Association
Educational Summer Conference 1996
Southfield, MI
Contact: 517-482-5530

Florida Urban Forestry Council
Grassroots to Cyberspace
Tallahassee, FL
Contact: Gene Dempsey 954-475-4120

September 10-12
Georgia Urban Forest Council
Designing Urban Forests for Storm Survival
Albany, GA
Contact: Sharon Dolliver 912-751-3527

CE! TEETH
800 SERIES

ONLY CEI TEETH HAVE A
PATENTED CARBIDE
DESIGN THAT IMPROVE
THE PERFORMANCE OF
YOUR STUMP CUTTER.
FIELD TESTA ET TODAY!

September 16-18

October 8-9

ISA, Pacific Northwest Chapter
Annual Training Conference
Yakima Convention Center, Yakima, WA
Contact: (206) 784-1945

S. Illinois University
Annual Vegetation Management for Rightof-Way Workshop, Carbondale, IL
Contact: Sandy Rhoads 618-453-5679

September 24-25
Southern Illinois University
Vegetation Management Conference
Carbondale, IL
Contact: 618-536-7751

September 25

N.E. Chapter, ISA
Annual Meeting
Ramada Inn, Norwich/Mystic, CT
Contact: Bonnie Moran, 203-746-3014

September 26-27

Texas Assoc. of Landscape Contractors
Southwest Green Industry Expo 96
Arlington Convention Center, Arlington, TX
Contact: 800-832-6934

October 3-4
ISA/Mid-Atlantic Chapter
Annual Conference & Trade Show
Holiday Inn, Beltsville, MD
Phone: Keith Evans 703-838-2476

October 25-27

October 27-30
National Institutue of Park and Grounds
Management
26th Annual Conference, Radisson South,
Minneapolis, MN
Contact: 414-733-2301

November 7-9

October 6-8

1 -800 -333-5234

October 20-22

Hampton Roads Agricultural Research
and Extension Center, Virginia Tech
Annual Field Day
Virginia Beach, VA
Contact: Dr. Bonnie Appleton 804363-3906

SC Urban & Community Forestry Council
Annual Urban Forestry Conference
Holiday Inn, Beaufort, SC
Contact: Joel Felder 803-896-8864

ARBORIST

October 9-12
American Society of Consulting Arborists
Annual Meeting
Westin Hotel, Seattle, WA
Contact: 301-947-0483

The National Arbor Day Foundation
Conferenceon Trees, People and the Law
Lied Conf. Center, Nebraska City, NE
Contact: 402-474-5655

TO EXPO 196
New Charlotte Convention Center
Charlotte, NC
Contact: 800-733-2622

Please circle 18 on Reader Service Card

Cummins Diesel Power
for the Tree Care Industry
B&C Series Engines that provide a wide range of Engine Power, 76-260
horsepower. Engines that are designed to meet the new and future off-Highway
Emissions Regulations.

Cummins Michigan Inc.
41326 Vincenti Court • Novi, MI 48375
Phone (810) 473-9000 • Fax (810) 473-8560
SeeusatTCl EXPO'96!
Please cu - dc 23 on Reader Scr\ ice Card
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Nearly 60 Educational Sessions

1996 ASLA
Annual Meeting
& EXPO

ASLA's 1996 Annual Meeting & EXPO will offer the most comprehensive educational agenda ever! This year's annual meeting education sessions bring theory and practice together in nearly sixty
programs suited to landscape architects at all levels of experience—
in private practice, the public sector and the academic community.

Los Angeles, California
October 19-21

Focusing on the theme "Design for Change–through Vision, Value &
Community" the educational program will have 5 tracks: Partnerships
with Latin America; the Value of the Profession to Society; Challenges
in Southern California Historic Preservation; and the Profession, including design, planning, technology and practice management

SeeusatTCl EXPO'96!

PLUS: Our three keynote speakers:
Dr. Mario I Sanchez, Alexander Garvin, and Jeremy Rifkin.

A World Class Program

Practitioners and educators from Mexico, Brazil, Chile. Indonesia
and Canada will join their American counterparts for wide-ranging
discussions of current technologies and case studies.

VISION VALUE COMMUNITY
For information on registration or exhibiting contact ASLA at 800-787-2752 or fax 1-800-787-1001.
ASLA, 4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20008 202-686-ASLA http:llwww.asla.org/asla/
Please circle 7 on Reader Service Card
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E-mail & Website Addresses
Green Industry
Associations

R.I.S.E. (Responsible Industry Corona Clipper
E-Mail: sales@coronaclipper.com
for a Sound Environment)
E-mail: lawder@acpa.org

American Horticultural Society
E-mail: garde@ahs.com
http://emall.com

Vendors

American Society of Landscape
Architects

ACRT, Inc.
Specialists

E-mail: landnet@asla.org
http://www.asla.org/asla/

http://www.acrtinc.com

-

Environmental

International Society of Arboriculture/University of Illinois

E-Mail: baileys@bbaileys.com
http://www.bbaileys.com

E-mail: isa@scorpion.ad.uiuc.edu
http://www.ag.uiuc.edu/—isal

John Bean Sprayers
E-mail: JohnBean@durandwayland.com

Ben Meadows Company, Inc.

E-mail: 76142.463@compuserve.com
http://newww.com/org/naa

E-mail: Mail@benmeadows.com
http : www.benmeadows.com

National Gardening Association

Buccaneer Rope Company

E-mail: nga@together.org
or: 76711 .4l7compuserve.com

Cummins Engine Company, Inc.
http://www.cummins.com

Environmental Consultants, Inc.
E-mail: 103-135.107@compuserve.com

Bailey's, Western Division

National Arborist Association

http://www.coronaclipper.com

E-mail: BUCROPE@aol.com

Gravely International
E-mail: info@gravely.com
http://www.gravely.com

Husqvarna Forest
Company

&

Garden

http://www.husqvarna.com

Landscape Management
E-mail: 5553.502@compuserve.com

Omni Leasing, Inc.
http://www.omnilease.com

Wood/Chuck Chipper Corp.
As access to the Internet expands, we will feature some of the new
Web Sites available to readers interested in learning more about the
green industry. This month, we highlight the Cummins Engine
Company's new home page on the World Wide Web.
Cummins, a leading producer of
diesel engines and
components, has an
innovative site with
more than 170 pages
of information.
Features include
"a visit" to the Customer Assistance
Center, product updates, the latest
engine ratings and
tips for engine maintenance. A section
highlighting highhorsepower truck
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engines opens with a
shot of a western boot
hitting a truck's throttle
pedal. The Industrial
Market Home Page
provides product information for each of its
markets with groundbreaking effects like
construction - site
sounds. The sound of a
crashing wave welcomes you to the
Marine Home Page.
Cummins' Internet location is http:I/
www.cummins.com .

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - SEPTEMBER 1996

E-Mail: woodchuck@ shelby. net
http://www.woodchuckchipper.com

Colleges &
Universities
Cornell University-home

and gar-

den insect fact sheets
http://www.cce.cornell.edu

North Dakota State University
-Bottineau
http://165.234.78/homepage.htm

Purdue University

- general ad-

dress
http://www.purdue.edu

General University
http ://w ww. dot. gov/i ntern e t/

university.html

FT V

It is common sense
U

that electric wires can be hazardous to anyone doing tree
work. OSHA Standard 1910.331 states that only aualified
employees can come within ten feet of an overhead energized electrical conductor. Plus, OSHA Standard 1910.269 clearly
defines who is legally permitted to work within the ten foot boundary. Finally, ANSI Z133.1 dictates very specific
training and operational requirements that all tree care personnel need to follow for safety's sake.

NAA Training Makes Sense.
you are a residential/ commercial arborist or municipal arbonst. It's our Electrical Hazards Awareness Program. EHAP
otters a simple, economical and practical way to provide training needed by your employees. This program creates

:

awareness of electrical hazards, which is absolutely essential for all tree workers. Plus, EHAP can he used by line clearance
tree workers to supplement mandatory training requirements specified in 1910.269.
Like all NAA training materials, EHAP is easy to use and easy to apply. The program is self-paced, to put your employees
in control of meeting their goals, and presented by you, to keep you in control of your business. For more information
about EHAP, or any NAA program, or to order, call our toll-free hotline, or send/fax the coupon below.
v _v

~7

National Arborist Association
PO. Box 1094, Amherst,

NH 03031-1094

I-8W7334622

Fax. (603) 672-2613

0 YES I'm ready to provide my personnel with training in Electrical Hazards Awareness.
El I'M interested in the EFIAP program. Please send additional information.
enrollees, at $_______ eac h* . Enclosed is $
Send Me EHAP Programs for
Visa Number: _______________________________ Exp. Date:
Mastercard
Bill my

I
I Contact/Credit Card Holder Name:
Company Name:
I Address: _______________________________________ Phone:________________________
City:

State:

Please send me membership information.

Zip:
Please mail with payment or fax with credit card information to:

The National Arbost Association I
I
I
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094 • Phone: 1-800-733-2622; FAX 1-603-672-2613 I
J
I -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

*RETAIL: $135.00 per enrollee; MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE: $85.00 per enrollee. If ordering, please include a list of enrollees.
Please circle 44 on Reader Service Card
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Getting a Loan?
Know Your Rights,

W

0

For the first time with the Consumer
Credit Protection Act of 1968 - which
launched Truth In Lending - creditors had
to state the cost of borrowing in a common language so that customers
could figure out exactly what the
charges would be, com
costs and shop around f
the best deal.
Since then, fair anc
"equal
credit regulations outlawed unfair
discrimination,
required that consumers
be told why credit is
denied, let borrowers
find out about their
credit records, and
set up a way to settle billing disputes.
In assessing your
credit worthiness. crec.
may examine your income, expenses and
collateral, but your gender or race may not be used.
And creditors may not delay your application on those
grounds.

If The Answer Is "No"
Under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, you must be
notified within 30 days whether your loan has been
approved. If credit is denied, a notice in writing must
explain the reasons why. If you are denied credit, be
sure to find out why. It may be that the creditor thinks
you have requested more money than you can repay on
your income. It may be that you have not been employed or lived long enough in your community. You
can discuss different terms with the he creditor and J
ways to improve your credit worthiness.
If you're turned down, find out why and try to
clear up any mistakes. Remember, even if a
bad credit report is accurate, you may wish
to have an explanation of your side of the
story placed in the file.

Check Your Records
Before you apply for a loan, make sure credit
bureau records are complete and accurate. It is
not uncommon that someone with the same name
has bad record information on your file. The Fair
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Credit Reporting Act says that you must be told
what is in your file and have any errors corrected.
If a lender refuses you credit because of information in
your credit report, you have a right to the name and
address of the agency that keeps your report. Then, you
may request information from the credit bureau. You
won't get an exact copy of the file, but you will at
ist learn what's in the report. The credit
bureau must help you interpret the data,
which is often confusing for. Any error
must be investigated by the credit bureau.
If you're questioning a credit refusal
made within the past 30 days, the bureau is not allowed to charge a fee for
your information.
If your financial position has improved in recent years, you may wish
to check to see if old, negative information still appears on your records.
There is a limit on how long certain
inds of information may be kept in your file:
Bankruptcies must be taken off your credit history after
10 years.

Suits. judgements, tax liens, arrest records and most other
kinds of unfavorable information must be dropped after
seven years.
Your credit record may not be given to anyone who does
not have a legitimate business need for it. Stores to which
you are applying for credit or prospective employers may
examine your record; curious may not.

s Retirement
Nearby?
i

Business owners and employees can now use the Internet
to request records of their past earnings and estimates of
their future Social Security benefits under a range of
wage and retirement-age scenarios. After verifying
that the request has been made by the beneficiary.
the U.S. Social Security Administration sends the
records by mail. Individuals will soon have online access for viewing their records. (Records
can still be obtained by completing a paper
request form, which is available by calling
1-800-772-1213.) The Internet address
of the Social Security Administration is
http://www.ssa.gov
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Fire Wood Processing
Equipment
Splitters Processors & Conveyors
for the Professional and Homeowner

Parts Available for Most Commercial Splitters
118 Spruce Street • Rutland, VT 05701

802-775-4227
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t was a cold blustery
day in March when we
pulled up to the job
site—a wooden bridge that
had recently been constructed over an oxbow of the
Dupage River in Lisle, Ill. The problem was obvious: A mature cottonwood
had been overlooked during construction, and it was leaning from the
riverbank at an angle that pointed right
down the center of the bridge. The cottonwood had to be removed.
Since valuable plants surrounded the
tree, the tree had to be topped before we
could consider felling the trunk.
This would pose no problem for me,
as I was a groundsman. To this point, my
tree climbing experience had been limited to lindens, maples and locusts, trees
with numerous scaffold branches. My
supervisor would always top the tree, and
I would chip it. But on this day my supervisor announced that he had hurt his
back the night before and couldn't climb.
He asked for volunteers.
Knowing that my supervisor would be
leaving the company soon, I hesitated only
momentarily before deciding that this was
my opportunity knocking at the door.
"I'll go up," I said, then swallowed hard.
With spikes, saddle, flipline, climbing
line and pull rope. I ascended the tree. It
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Knocking Knees
By Gary L. Grisko

felt like 30 to 40 feet without a branch before I reached the lower branches of the
canopy. The wind was whipping at this
height. My knees were shaking. This was
no silver maple. This was gut-check time.
I tied in the first good crotch and heaved
up the chain saw. It seemed heavier than a
sandbag. I began to climb a bit over my
climbing line to position myself to cut the
tree. I felt above me and discovered a hole
in the union of the next crotch up. I peered
in and there all fluffed up warm and cozy
was a raccoon sound asleep.
"There's a raccoon up here," I yelled
down, hoping not to wake him. The crew
below me, who looked like stick figures
from such a height, conversed among
themselves. All I heard from below was indecisive mumbling. It was my decision.
Raccoons are about as common as dandelions in our area, and they would never
qualify for the endangered species list.
But I did feel a certain respect for this
animal that calls a tree home. Neverthe-

ic. [Ile trec had LO

.

I yelled down to thc
crew, "We can cut it now ci
leave it until after wintci
hibernation ends, but I wi I
never climb this tree again a
long as I live." I didn't think I coulJ
ever do it again.
The boys tied a running bowline onto
the pull rope and sent it up. I fired up the
chain saw. The wind was whipping as I
put in a wedge.
"Please don't wake up Mr. Raccoon," I
thought as I put in the back cut. The boys
gave a slight tug on the pull rope and the
entire crown of this cottonwood, sleeping
raccoon and all, went crashing into the
Dupage River.
The leader I was tied to rocked like a
horse. I let out a yell of relief that could be
heard for miles. I looked down into the
river and up popped the head of the raccoon. He looked straight back up to me.
We locked eyes. I swear we did. He turned
around, swam to shore, shook off the water and fled into the forest.
"Sorry for the very rude awakening, old
buddy," I thought, "but I am just elated that
you and I both survived this day."
i(i
Gary L. Grisko is a foreman for the
Village of Addison, Ill.

Do you have a story for From the Field? TCI will pay $100 for published articles. Submissions become the
property of TCJ and are subject to editing for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a
company and a contact person or they will not be considered for publication. Articles and photos must be
received by the first day of the month for the following month's issue.

The secret to firewood is volume
and the secret to volume is...

Super Split

See us at

TC1 EXPO

To find out more—call, write or fax

GFX CORPORATION
200 Recreation Park Drive, Hingham, MA 02043
(617) 740-0350 Fax (617) 740-0355

800-439-2188
Please circle 30 on Reader Service Card
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The risks you face every day aren't like those of other
business owners. That's why you need an insurance

See us at
TCI EXPO
'96!

program that was specifically designed for arborists.

One that covers pesticide and herbicide applications. Workers'
No One's
compensation. Property losses. Liability claims. Commercial automobile
losses. And everything else you'll find covered in this cost-effective

Better
Prepared for
Tomorrow.

insurance program from ITT Hartford.
See why this customized program has earned the endorsement of the
National Arborist Association. And the trust of so many arborists like
you. Simply call or have your agent call its at

1-800-533-7824.

ITT HARTFORD
Please circle 35 on Reader Service Card

Availability oj os'eragc, may vary by state and, subject to urjeru'r: ling approval Examine The policy for exclusions, limitations or conditions that 'PT' 1Y

GET A GRIP ON
THE BEST THERE IS
Introducing 16~Strand
Samson Bl-deNtrealk
YM

An all new 16-strand climbing line which is truly
breakthrough in rope design. It is
constructed with our newly developed
"ProGard Finish-Tension Process"
At Samson, we've
spent a lot of time
listening to the people
who have strong ideas
auout what they want in
a climbing rope: professional
arborists. What we learned lead to
the development of the highest
quality 16-strand climbing line you
can buy. Extensive field testing
indicates that, even brand new
when most climbing ropes are
slippery, BlueStreak was easy to
climb. Exceptional strength, high
visibility and extreme durability
make BlueStreak the professional's
first choice. It is ideal for the
"footlock" climbing technique and
is available in popular lengths with
eye splices as well as short "split
tail" lengths.

-

Made from specially
treated polyester
with a stabilized
nylon core for high
strength.

Firm and round, it holds knots
exceptionally well, and the braided
construction keeps it non-rotational
for great control. The distinctive

Very soft, strong
and sized to
minimize climber
fatigue.

L

Larger size 112"
diameter for easier
grip and climbing.

[S I R I \ [

1/2"

S I'L( 1

7.9 lbs.

I

(

color pattern makes climbing line
identification quick and easy,
for increased security on
busy job sites.
You now can get the best
12-strand and the best 16-strand
climbing ropes from one source,
Samson. True Blue and Blue
Streak, matching colors and
unmatched quality and
performance.
Samson offers a full line of
professional Arborist products:
climbing and bull ropes, prusik
lines, climbing tails, spliced
climbing lines and accessory
cords. All are proven in the
difficult world of the professional
arborist, and all are available
through your local Samson
Arborist products supplier. Just
ask for BlueStreak, or contact
Samson directly
for more
information.
.. . . ..
-

-

II0

8,100 lbs.

RUEBEUE SPECIFICATIONS

1/2"

8.5 lbs.

7,300

lbs.
-0di/(1LJIL Put-ups: 600' reels, 150'
and 120' polybags

Identified by
alternating blue
and white strands
with a trademark
red and green
internal I.D.
marker.

(TSCI EXPO ')

i!Y

jSAMSON! A
The Strongest Name In Rope

2090 Thornton Street, Ferndale, WA 98248 Phone: (360) 384-4669 Fax:
Please circle 6 on Reader Service Card
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and the 7th Annual Tree Care Industry Exposition!
Presented by the National Arborist Association, Inc. and
the International Society of Arboriculture
_ $

L

1hy should you attend .9
THE SKY IS THE LIMIT with what you will learn from this
\Cj1 C\Cit1fl aim! ecluajUonji prnram

elk

00.

1.

-

Cl

150

C\

unici IC ICCI, hiiniim
cutting-edge tree care technology,products and services.
b1Li

c Live demonstrations of climbing, rigging,
aerial rescue and electrical hazards.

$
1 )

11

The SMART MANAGER and EXPERT
PRACTITIONER SEMINAR SERIES allow
you to customize your educational experience to fit your needs-with several sessions
offering pesticide applicator recertification
credits and ISA continuing education units!
Admission to the trade show is FREE!
Registration is required to obtain your
admission badge. Be sure to pre-register
and avoid long lines at the registration area.

i Take advantage of the educational seminars! SAVE SAVE
SAVE!! Register before the Early Bird deadline of October 10 to
receive your discounts. Save, Save, Save. . - Bring additional members
from your company and save on each member's
registration!!!

"The mission of the National Arborist Association

is to support the success of commercial arborists and to promote the importance of tree care. The association will provide a forum for the exchange
of information and will encourage professionalism through the collective efforts of the members. The National
Arborist Association will act as a resource and a voice for the commercial tree care industry"

Exhibitc

at this ye ar's EXPO!!

The products and services you need to achieve success with your tree care company are all
under one roof! Attend TO EXPO '96—make the difference!
ACRI. Inc.
Aerial lilt. Inc.
Agape Designs
Albiez insurance Agency, Inc.
Almstead Tree Company
Altec Industries, Inc.
American Arborist Supplies, Inc.
The American Group - Samson Div.
American Intertool, Inc.
American Safety Utility Corporation
American Society of Consulting Arborists
Arbor Age /Adams Green Industry Publishing
Arbor Care
ArborSvstems, LLC
Arbortech
Asplundh Tree Expert Company
Bandit Industries, Inc.
Bartlett Manufacturing Company
Bartlett Tree Expert Company
Bashlin Industries, Inc.
Bayer Corporation, Specialty Products
Bear Cat Company
Big John Tree Transplanter Mfg Co., Inc.
Bishop Company
Blu-Ox Brush Chippers
Bone Safety Signs
Brown \Ianufacturing Corporation
Buccaneer Rope Company
Buckingham Mfg Company, Inc.
Built-Rite Manufacturing Corporation
Chesapeake Engine Distributors
iba Turl & Ornamental Products
. NA Insurance Companies
Columbian Rope
orona Clipper
Corporate Capital Leasing Group, Inc.
Creative Automation Solutions
i Creative Sales, Inc. (CSI)
he Davcy Tree Expert Company
iltetroit Diesel Corporation
)eutz Corporation
he Doggett Corporation
DoskociI Industries, Inc.
Ingine Distributors, Inc.
.Fanno Saw Works
FMC Corporation - APG Specialty Products
orestry Suppliers, Inc.
red Marvin Associates
American Inc.
GFX Corporation

k

r

Gravely International
Green Garde Division/H D Hudson Mfg Co.
Green Manufacturing, Inc.
Green Mountain Outfitters
Green Pro Services
Grow Gun Corporation
Growtech, Inc.
Growth Products, Ltd.
Haimbaugh Enterprises, Inc. - Tree Feeder Div
Hamilton Displays
Hodges Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Holan Mobile Tool International, Inc.
Hollie \\bod Enterprises
Hornelite, Subsidiary of Deere & Company
Husqvarna Forest & Garden Company
Hydromer, Inc.
impleMax Equipment Company Inc.
Independent Protection Company, Inc.
Industrial Engine & Equipment Company
International Knife & Saw, Inc.
International Society of Arboriculture
ITT Hartford
J J. Mauget Company
J.P. Canton Company Div DAF, Inc.
Jameson Corporation
John Bean Sprayers
Kan-Du Stumpers
Karl Kucrnmerling, Inc.
Kraft Power
Lanphear Supply
Lawn & Landscape
Leonarcli Teeth
Miller Machine Works
Minnesota Wanner Company
Monsanto
Monterey Lawn & Garden Products, Inc.
Morhark E-Z Beever Sales Company
National Arborist Association (NAA)
National Arborist Foundation (NAF)
New England Ropes, Inc.
Niemeycr Corporation
North American Engine Co. (NAECO)
Northeastern Associates
Nu-Arbor Tree & Shrub Care Products, Inc.
Omni Leasing, Inc.
Opdykc, Inc.
Oral Ivy Inc.
Oregon Cutting Systems, Div. Blount, Inc.
Outdoor Wood Heating Co.
The Peavey Manufacturing Company

Plant I icalth Care, Inc.
Poinsettia Software
Polecat Industries, Inc.
Poulan Weed-Eater
Power Great Lakes, Inc.
Practical Solutions, Inc.
Preformed Line Products
R.E. Chapin Manufacturing Works
Rayco Manufacturing, Inc.
RISE
Roots, Inc.
Safety Test & Equipment Company
Saisco, Inc.
SavATree
Schodorf Truck Body & Equip. Company
Sherrill Arborist Equipment & Supply
Shindai\va, Inc.
Sierra Moreno Mercantile Company
Simon-Telelect, Inc.
Simonds Industries, Inc.
Southco Industries, Inc.
Southern Chapter, ISA
STTHL Incorporated
Sunbelt Outdoor Products, Inc.
SwapLoader, USA Ltd./ An EFCO Company
Takagi Tools, Inc.
Tanaka
TECO, Inc.
Tilton Equipment Company
Time Manufacturing Company
The Toro Company
TrafFix Devices, Inc.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY (TCI)
Tree Climbers International
Tree Line Supply Company
Tree Management Systems, Inc.
Tree Tech Microinjection Systems
USFS, Civilian Conservation
Center Job Corps
Vermeer Manufacturing Company
Wall Safety Products/Div. Wall Industries
Weaver Leather, Inc.
Wellington Leisure Products
\VesSpur. Inc.
Westhefler Company Inc.
Who Cares? Watches & T-Shirts
Wis-Con Total Power Corporation
Wood, Chuck Chipper Corporation
Yale Cordage, Inc.

che(
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6 to 8:00pm WELCOME RECEPTION FOR ALL
ATTENDEES AND EXHIBITORS

8-

Thursday, November 7, 1996
7:30am REGISTRATION OPENS
Complimentary refreshments available.

8:30 to 9:45am KEYNOTE ADDRESS: TREE CARE IN
THE 21ST CENTURY - Dr. Alex Shigo
Complimentary coffee available

Renowned tree biologist Dr. Alex Shigo paints a surprising and thorough portrait of the professional arborist of
the next millennium. We'll all need his insight into tree
anatomy and physiology to provide proper tree care in
the 21st Century . . . and it won't hurt your business now
either!
9:57am TRADE SHOW OPENS
Wear your walking shoes because with over 150 exhibitors there will be a lot of ground to cover! TCI EXPO is
the largest tree care trade show in the nation. If it will
make your business more efficient, competitive, productive or profitable, you'll find it all right here.
Plus, we've arranged for plenty of exciting demonstrations ranging from climbing and rigging to electrical
hazard training. Check your show program for times and
locations. To keep up with the industry, you won't want to
miss a single demo.
12:00 Noon ARBORBUCKS DRAWING,
DEMONSTRATION AREA.
Be sure to fill out your entry form and you could be the
winner of $500 in ARBORBUCKS currency.
ARBORBUCKS can be used as cash at any of the
participating vendor booths. Here's your chance to win
the goods and services you need, and the exhibitors pick
up the tab!
4 to 5:00pm DEVELOPING TRAINING & EDUCATIONAL
TOOLS FOR HISPANIC WORKERS - Tina Terrell
If you have tried recruiting lately, you know how hard t is
to find and retain good employees. Yet here's a largely
untapped pool of potential recruits just waiting for you.
This lecture will give you the inside scoop on how to
structure training and plan an employee development
process that will open up a new resource for you and
your company.
A300: A NEW ERA OF UNDERSTANDING - Tim Johnson
The ANSI A300 Standard is good for you, good for your
company and good for your customers. Now, let Tim
Johnson, the chair of the committee that wrote the
standard, demystify and clarify this important communications tool.
5:00pm TRADE SHOW CLOSES
5:15 to 6:00pm HOW TO WIN THE EXCELLENCE IN
ARBORICULTURE AWARD - Panel

This Evening Session is FREE for NAA Members and
their invited guests.
You know your good work deserves recognition. This panel
of experts will teach you how to get it through the judging
process of the Excellence in Arboriculture Awards Program.
ISA Certified Arborist CEUs available
Pesticide Applicator Recertification credits available for
selected states
Green

= Expert Practitioner Series Orange = Smart Manager Series

Piedmont Ballroom, Westin Hotel, Charlotte.
Complimentary hors d'oeuvres, beer, wine and soda.

Catch up with old friends, make some new ones,
network, ask questions and enjoy an evening of fun with
fellow tree care professionals.

Friday, November 8, 1996
7:30am REGISTRATION OPENS
Complimentary refreshments available

8 to 9:15am HOW INSECTS KILL TREES Jim McGraw
Complimentary coffee available

iit:

Jim McGraw is an Extension Forestry and Pest
Management Specialist with the state of North
Carolina. Here, Jim will give you an up close and
personal look at common and serious tree insect pests.

8 to 9:15am COMMUNICATING IS JOB #1 - DanielJ. Canary
Complimentary coffee available

Maybe it's not what you say, but how you say it. Clear
communication is an absolute necessity for customer
satisfaction. . . and employee productivity, too. Dr.
Canary, part of the Communication Research Associates
consulting firm, will give you several easy steps to clarify
your message.
9:00am TRADE SHOW OPENS
Plan on an information-packed day of demonstrations.
browsing the newest equipment, technologies and
services, and rubbing shoulders (and exchanging ideas)
with your peers. There's no other show like TCI EXPO!
9:15 to 9:30am COFFEE BREAK OUTSIDE MEETING ROOMS
9:30 to 10:30am HOW TO LAND COMMERCIAL CL!1NTS - Phil Nilsson

Nilsson takes aim at marketing, estimating, proposals
and other skills you need to land big commercial
contracts. Nilsson, author and consultant to the green
industry, uses his diverse background and experience to
show you the way to growth and profits!
9:30 to 10:30am STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING
SOIL COMPACTION - Tom Smiley
Take advantage of Tom's experience in applied research
at F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company to learn more about
the effect of soil compaction on trees, and what to do
about it. It could be a new profit center for you!
12:00 Noon ARBORBUCKS DRAWING
DEMONSTRATION AREA
It's not too late to enter the drawing! The name they
call could be yours!
4 to 5:00pm TREATING THE WHOLE TREE -

Bruce Fraedrlch
F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company knows how to treat
the whole tree because of Mr. Fraedrich's applied
research in this area. Now you can find out what the big
guys" know about how this wholistic approach can
benefit trees and your bottom line.
4 to 5:00pm FLEET SAFETY - Billy Bogusk:
Did you know vehicular accidents account for the
majority of insurance losses in tree care? Now you can
find out first hand from this insurance industry expert
proven techniques for reducing your risk of accidents.
It's a safe bet you'll want to attend this seminar.
5:00pm TRADE SHOW CLOSES

5:15 to 6:00pm LOOK SHARP!!

Ezio Leonardi, Jr. and Ray Eluskie
This evening session is FREE for NAA Members and
their invited guests and offers insight into stump tooth/
chipper knife care & maintenance.

Saturday, November 9, 1996
7:30am REGISTRATION OPENS
Complimentary refreshments available

.'

8 to 9:00am PRESCRIPTIONS FOR TREE HEALTH - I

Ron Jones
Here's some strong medicine for your business. 1J
North Carolina State Plant Pathologist Ron Jones
shares his insight and experience in mitigation and
control strategies for significant tree diseases.
8 to 9:00am EFFECTIVE USE OF COMPUTERS IN TREE
CARE (PART 1) - Panel: Mans Franke, Practical
Solutions, Inc.; Mark Smith, Arbormasters; Donna
Garner, Tree Management Systems; and Peter
Hannan, Arbor Computer Systems
They're everywhere—in the news, on the rise, and
maybe on your competitors' desk! If you're not already
computer literate, let us show you how to automate your
accounting, whip out your work orders, and jazz up your
job costing. This seminar is geared toward the SMART
.ANAGER, but has plenty to offer the EXPERT
P RA C TITIONER .
9:00am TRADE SHOW OPENS
This is your last day to see and learn about everything
you need to keep your business moving! Be sure to take
advantage of all TCI EXPO '96 has to offer!
9:15 to 10:30am LOOKING AHEAD: IMPLEMENTING A
FIVE YEAR PLAN - Kevin Kehoe
Complimentary coffee available

Is business a game? It is to Kehoe who uses a board
game approach to showing you how to build your
business. Move ahead three, take a risk card, move
back two spaces. Is success a roll of the dice? Not if
you attend this exciting seminar. Learn what it takes to
move your business ahead successfully and smoothly.
9:15 to 10:30am EFFECTIVE USE OF COMPUTERS IN
TREE CARE (PART II) - Panel: Mans Franke, Practical Solutions, Inc.; Mark Smith, Arbormasters;
Donna Garner, Tree Management Systems; and

Peter Hannan, Arbor Computer Systems
Complimentary coffee available

There's too much ground to cover in one computer
seminar. Don't miss part 2 - this is one sequel that's just
as good as the original. You'll get a look at the future of
tree care computing with industry-specific functions such
as maintaining tree histories, inventories and mapping.
Geared toward the EXPERT PRACTITIONER but has
plenty to offer the SMART MANAGER.
12:00 Noon ARBORBUCKS DRAWING,
DEMONSTRATION AREA
Last chance to win $500 in products and services. See
you in the demo area!
1 :pm to 4:30pm ISA CERTIFICATION EXAM - To preregister for the exam, you must call Beth Crozier at ISA,
at 217-355-9411. All participants must be pre-registered.
3:00pm TCI EXPO '96 TRADE SHOW CLOSES!!
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a.

how do I get there?

Driving is easy...

Flying

FROM 1-85:

Charlotte, NC is a USAir hub and is easily accessible by air from all
major cities. USAir is the official airline for TCI EXPO '96 and will
offer conference attendees 5% off its lowest published fares to Char lotte and 10% off its unrestricted fares.

Driving North from points South of Charlott e:

Exit 36 to Brookshire Freeway Highway 16 South until it turns into 1-277
loop. Continue on 1-277 loop around city to Exit 1E, Stonewall Street.
To the Westin: Turn left on Stonewall and proceed 3 blocks to College
Street and turn right. Turn right on 3rd Street and right into the Westin
Motor Lobby
To the Holiday Inn: Turn left on Stonewall and proceed 3 blocks to College Street and turn right. Proceed on College Street for 6 blocks. Turn
right into hotel on 6th Street.
Driving South from points North of Char! ott

Exit 38, which is 1-77 South, to Exit 1E, Stonewall Street. Follow from
above.
FROM 1-77
Driving South from points North of Charlott e:

Exit 9 to l-277(also known as Brookshire Freeway) Continue on loop to
Exit 1E, Stonewall Street.
To the Westin: Turn left on Stonewall and proceed 3 blocks to College
Street and turn right. Turn right on 3rd Street and right into the Westin
Motor Lobby.
To the Holiday Inn: Turn left on Stonewall and proceed 3 blocks to College Street and turn right. Proceed on College Street for 6 blocks. Turn
right into hotel on 6th Street.
Driving North from points South o f Char! ott

Exit 9 on to 1-277 (also known as John Belk Freeway) Continue to Exit
iF, College Street.
To the Westin: Proceed on College Street and turn right onto 3rd Street
and right into the Westin Motor Lobby
To the Holiday Inn: Continue on College Street for 6 blocks. Turn right
into the Holiday Inn on 6th Street.
FROM US HIGHWAY 74
Driving West from points East of Charlotte:

Follow signs to 1-277 West (John Belk Freeway). Continue to Exit 1E,
Stonewall Street.
To the Westin: Turn left on Stonewall and proceed 3 blocks to College
Street and turn right. Turn right on 3rd Street and right into the Westin
Motor Lobby.
To the Holiday Inn: Turn left on Stonewall and proceed 3 blocks to College Street and turn right. Proceed on College Street for 6 blocks. Turn
right into hotel on 6th Street.
Driving East from points West of - Charlott e:

Continue on US 74 until it merges with 1-277. Exit 1E, College Street.
To the Westin: Proceed on College Street and turn right onto 3rd Street
and right into the Westin Motor Lobby.
To the Holiday Inn: Continue on College Street for 6 blocks. Turn right
into the Holiday Inn on 6th Street.
Limited parking is available at the convention center and at local public
parking lots. Daily rates range from $3.75 to $6.00. Limited complimentary parking is available for those guests registered at the Holiday Inn
Charlotte. Guests of the Westin Hotel Charlotte will pay a daily rate of
$10.00 self-park or $14.00 valet park.

For flight information, you may call our travel experts at Brock Travel,
1-800-488-2027, or call USAir direct at 1-800-334-8644. Be sure to
reference the TCI EXPO '96 Gold File number 19260023 to receive
your discount.

Airport Transportation is ects
Charlotte/ Douglas International Airport is located 15 minutes from
Uptown Charlotte. Arrangements have been made with Gray Line
transportation to provide service to the Uptown hotels for TCI EXPO
attendees. Gray Line pick-up is located just outside the baggage claim
area and will offer a discounted rate of $13.00 round trip or $7.00 one
way. To receive this discount, look for Gray Line coupons in your registration confirmation packages.

Finding a hotel room
This year, the host hotel for TCI EXPO '96 is the WESTIN HOTEL
CHARLOTTE, located just across the street from the Convention Center
at 222 East Third Street. The WESTIN HOTEL was formerly called
the OMNI CHARLOTTE. The WESTIN is offering TCI EXPO '96 attendees the rate of $91.00 single/double occupancy Space is limited
so be sure to make your reservations early This rate will be offered
until October 5, 1996. To make your reservation, please call the WESTIN
HOTEL direct at 704-377-1500 or call the Westin Central Reservation
line at 1-800-228-3000. Be sure to reference the National Arborist
Association/TCI EXPO room block when making your reservation.
Alternate accommodations are available at the Holiday Inn located 5
blocks from the Convention Center. The address for the Holiday Inn
is 230 North College Street, Charlotte, NC 28202. The Holiday Inn
will offer TC1 EXPO '96 attendees a rate of $69.00 single/double occupancy with limited complimentary parking. Reservations must be
made prior to October 5, 1996 to guarantee this preferred rate. To
reserve your room, please call the hotel direct at 704-335-5400 and he
sure to reference the National Arborist Association TCI room block.
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY!
The "Uptown Circuit" runs throughout the uptown Charlotte area
and can provide shuttle service to the Convention Center from the
Holiday Inn. This is a complimentary service provided by the City of
Charlotte. The electric shuttle is a 20 passenger bus that runs Monday through Friday from 7:30am to 6:00pm.
Uptown Charlotte offers numerous restaurants, galleries, historical
sites and museums, shops and city tours, most within walking distance of the hotels and convention center.
For any questions on the city of Charlotte, dining recommendations,
transportation or sight seeing, be sure to visit the Charlotte Welcome
and Information Center located next to the registration desk in the
College Street Lobby.

NAA Member? U Yes Q No

Name
Company_____________________________________________________________ Phone

Title: (please check one that applies)
J Owner j President j Vice President
Agent

Zip

State

Address

J Landscaper

J Grounds

Signature
J Manager (general)

J Manager

J Govt. Agent

J Superintendent
J Consultant

J Forester

J Instructor

l Director

J Supervisor

J Arborist

J Purchasing

J Other

NOTE: Please use separate forms for each attendee. This form may be photocopied.

Check the box beside each seminar you wish to attend. Be care-

ful not to pick two seminars

that are held at the same time.
Count the number of seminar
hours indicated next to the seminar titles. Record this number in
the space below marked total
seminar hours.

NOTE: Evening Sessions on
Thursday, November 7 and Friday. November 8 are available
only to NAA Members and their
guests—and they're FREE!!

Seminar Hours

Seminar Title

Date

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 7
Tree Care in the 21st Century
TI #1 - 8:30 am
Developing Training and Educational Tools
TI #2 - 4:00 pm
for Hispanic Workers
A300: A New Era of Understanding
TI #3 - 4:00 pm
TI Evening Session How to Win the Excellence in Arboriculture Award
(Open only to NAA Members and their Guests)
5:15 pm
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8
How Insects Kill Trees
TI #4 - 8:00 am
Communicating is Job #1
TI #5 - 8:00 am
How to Land Commercial Clients
TI #6 - 9:30 am
Strategies for Reducing Soil Compaction
TI #7 - 9:30 am
Treating the Whole Tree
TI #8 - 4:00 pm
Fleet Safety
TI #9 - 4:00 pm
TI Evening Session Stump Tooth/Chipper Knife Care & Maintenance
(Open only to NAA Members and their Guests)
5:15 pm
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9
Prescriptions for Tree Health
TI #10 - 8:00 am
Effective Use of Computers in Tree Care - Part I
TI #11 - 8:00 am
Looking Ahead: Implementing a Five-Year Plan
1#12 - 9:15 am
Effective Use of Computers in Tree Care - Part II
1 #13 - 9:15 am
-

1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
0 hour
0 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
0 hour
0 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour

)TAL SEMINAR HOURS

CAiL C ULATE YOUR
BASIC COSTS: Multiply your total seminar hours by $38 and enter the amount on the basic cost line.

Basic Cost

$

DISCOUNTS: Deduct $3 per seminar hour if you are registering
prior to the Early Bird Deadline, October 10, 1996. Deduct $6

Early Bird Discount

$

Multiple Attendee Discount

per seminar hour if you are registering an additional person from
your organization. (Discounts available to each registrant.)

$___________________

Total Discount

$____________________

TOTAL COST

$_________

TOTAL COST: Subtract your Total Discount from your Basic Cost
line. This figure is what you pay for your registration.

If your Total Cost Line is greater than $170 AND you register
prior to the Early Bird Deadline of October 10, then BUY GOLD!
To purchase the GOLD CARD which will give you unrestricted
access to all educational sessions, check YES in the box below
and enter $170 in the TOTAL COST LINE and you're done!
I wish to buy a Gold Card registration: J Yes J No

3 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER!!!
Ll

By Phone: Call 800-733-2622 and have
your credit card # ready

U By Fax Send Completed Registration Form
to TCI EXPO '96 at 603-672-2613

U

By Mail: Send Completed Registration
Form to TCI EXPO '96, P.O. Box 1094,
Amherst, NH 03031-1094

BE SURE TO INCLUDE YOUR PAYMENT INFORMATION.

U
U

Check enclosed for $
Please charge my Visa/MasterCard

Card #
Expiration Date
Signature

J Yes
Do you wish to receive NAA Membership Info?
Do you wish to receive a 12 month complimentary
J Yes J No
subscription to TCI Magazine?
You must complete all of the information below to receive your
subscription:
Business/Industry: (Please check one that applies)
U Governmental Entity
Q Landscape Contractor
J Tree Service
U Utility
UI Consulting Firm
Ui Property Mgmt.
U School/University Ui Other:
Purchasing Authority: (please check one that applies)
Recommend -J
Approve J

f.

~

W".01114

00~1

NAA
Member Seminars

All proceeds
mm this event wil
'benefit the

National Arborist
Foundatipn!!! k

The benefits of NAA Membership are everywhere. This year,
NAA members are invited to
attenJ 2 FREE seminars on
Thuthday and
Fday, from
5:15pm to
6:00trn. Bring a
co-wo rker—bring
aguest. Hear how
the NAA can help you achieve
your goals!!

Checklist For Registration Form

•

• Photocopied the original form to give to additional

U Photocopied the completed form for my records

members of my firm
• Filled out the form completely
• Taken advantage of all entitled discounts
• Double checked all cost calculations

If there are multiple attendees from my company,
enclosed a copy of their form(s)
U Enclosed a check or credit card information
1 Mailed or faxed registration form before October 10, 1996

AiA
0

Albiez Insurance Agency

AV _Z

volume I number I
Premiere Issue

IdeaS

for the Tree - Care Industry

crow Your Business
Green Thumbs Are Sprouting Everywhere

NATIONAL ARBORIST
ASSOCIATION

Business should be booming
for arborists in years to come,
thanks to the more than 20
million U.S. households that
turned to landscape-, lawnand tree-care professionals for
expert guidance in 1995. A
recently published Gallup
poll report found that
Americans spent an average
of $710 per household, or
$14.2 billion in total, for professional services and products to improve their outdoor
living areas. And although
overall spending has slowed
slightly thus far this year, the
average amount spent per
household has increased.
Factors fueling growth
changes in many households
across the nation regarding
lifestyle, economic standing,
and an environmental awareness that's rapidly gaining in
popularity:
• increased homeowner
awareness of outdoor living spaces
• equity return on landscape investments

• the continued rise in twoincome families
• less "free" time available
to attend to landscaping
duties
• growing knowledge of
the environmental benefits of well-designed,
properly maintained landscapes
Gallup estimates that an
additional three million U.S.
households plan to purchase
arborist services throughout
this year, which means that

To fatten up your bottom
line, try target-marketing specific services toward certain demographic segments in your community:
• Baby Boomers for outdoor
improvements
• Couples with children landscape installation
• Homeowners/Aged 50+ for
landscape maintenance

23 million-plus U.S. households may need your help!
(Continued on p.3)

$825,000 for Cutting Down
the Wrong Tree?
An arborist was found
The arborist had been hired
liable for damages after an
by the management of a reselderly woman coltaurant adjacent to the
lapsed and later diedWHAT woman's property, which
from the trauma of seeincorrectly told the
ing her beloved spruce
• arborist that the tree was on
tree cut in preparation for
the restaurant's property. In
removal.
(Continued on p. 2)
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For Safety's
Sake
No matter how experienced you
are, taking shortcuts on the job can
cost you your life! Recently, a (53year-old owner of a tree care company died of injuries suffered from a fall.
Secured by a rope around his waist to
a tree he was trimming, the man fell
when the rope was accidentally fed
into a wood chipper. How could this
tragedy have been avoided?

ttitude

-

pay attention to what

you ' re doing and take safety guide-

lines seriously.

a day in the

Life...
My name is Steve Chisholm, an
Even SteveJr.'s twin daughters
I guess you could say that I'm the
have gotten into the act. They were
patriarch of a family whose roots
born on the first day of autumn and
run deep in the tree industry. Just
are named Autumn and Holly.
about everybody in the family has
Things can be tough sometimes,
job to do in our family business
like when the weather prevents us
Aspen Tree Experts, Inc. in New
from working, or the twins are sick,
Jersey. My wife Laura
but everybody pulls
manages the accounts
together to make it
payable, insurance matwork. Running a family
ters, and all kinds of
business has given us a
administration duties.
special closeness that
Fortunately, our daughyou can't get any other
ters —in—law Connie and
way. So "a day in the
vs that you
Annie are there to help
life" means that from
Laura around the office
the moment we all meet
(when they're not busy
in the breakfast nook to
chasing the children). My
sip some morning coffee
youngest son Mark is an accomto the time we share dinner each
plished climber, and I'm proud to
night, my family is bound together
say he's the local ISA Chapter's
by the tree industry and it's really
Jamboree Champion for four years
something special to see.
running. And our oldest son, Steve
Ifyou have an interesting or amusing story you would like to share with
Jr., writes articles for trade magafellow arborists, write us at Albiez
zines and contributes artwork and
Insurance Agency, P0. Box 39,
photography for the ISA Chapter's
Woodbridge, NJ 07095 or call
calendar. This year I'm serving as
1-800-ARBORS-i ext. 671.
President of our local ISA Chapter.
-

(

ehavior follow established
safety procedures to the letter, and
don't take shortcuts. Wear the
appropriate protective gear at all
times, and always clarify any directions that are unclear or incomplete.
-

ontrol take responsibility for
your own safety and that of your
coworkers. Clean up your work
area at the end of each day. Keep
all equipment in proper working
condition, and store it properly.
-

It is always important to remember to apply the ABC's of safety during any job. Be sure that all ropes are
free of any twigs, brush, and other
debris; secure all ropes a safe distance away from the chipper; and
enlist for the help of an experienced
ground man. For arborists, "remembering your ABC's" does more than
it can
aid vocabulary and spelling
save your life!
. . .

-

What If?.
continued from p. 1

the resulting trial, the arborist was
found guilty of trespassing. The
judgement: $825,000. The fact that
the arborist never knew he was trespassing didn't matter!
The lesson here: Always document tree ownership, location of
legal property lines, etc., before
you start the job.

What if this happened to
you? Are you covered? This
type of accident is covered
by The TreePro Insurance
Program, offered by Albiez
Insurance Agency. Call us for
more information on TreePro.

TreePro e"O
ll~*r-

Lost
The importance of early reporting
of Workers Comp claims and early
placement of injured workers into
rehabilitation cannot be emphasized
enough. Both the injured worker and
the employer benefit from early
reporting, assessment, and management of the injuries.
After examining 200,000 claims
involving lost work time, a major insurance company discovered that injuries
reported within the first 10 days of
injury were 47 1 / less costly than those
reported more than 31 days after the
occurrence. Similarly, another insurer
found that injuries reported within 10
days of occurrence cost an average of

Grow Your Business.
continued from p. 1

In the next issue of The Cutting
Edge, we will show you how to tap
into these markets.

This survey was sponsored by the
AA N, ALGA, ISA, NAA, and PL CAA,
and conducted in cooperation with the
National Gardening Association.

"You can save money

oney
S 10,172, while those reported after 30
days averaged $15,745.
Lowering the cost of claims will
lower your experience modification
and premiums, too!

3

SURVEY
Would you like to learn more
ways to grow your business? How
about your own newsletter to
send to your customers? Give us a
call at 1-800-ARBORS-1 ext. 669
and let us know what you think!

v1
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Upcoming Conventions
September 15 Certified Arborist
Exam, sponsored by Pacific
Northwest Chapter ISA.
Cavanaugh's, Yakima, WA.
Registration required at least two
weeks in advance. Contact: (206)
784-1945. Fax (206) 784-1952.

October 5 Pacific Northwest
Chapter ISA Certification
Review Session. Gleneagles Golf
Course, West Vancouver, BC.
Fees:U.S. $40 (mem) U.S. $55
(non-mem). Contact: (206) 7841945. Fax (206) 784-1952.

September 16-18 ISA, Pacific
Northwest Chapter, Annual
Training Conference, Yakima
Convention Center, Yakima, WA
Contact: (206) 784-1945.

October 20-22 Annual Meeting,
N.E. Chapter, ISA. Ramada Inn,
Norwich/Mystic, CT Contact:
Bonnie Moran, (203) 746-3014
Fax (203) 746-4705

September 20 Certified Arborist
Exam, sponsored by Pacific
Northwest Chapter ISA.
Registration required at least two
weeks in advance. Contact: (206)
784-1945. Fax (206) 784-1952.

November 1-3 New Jersey
Shade Tree Federation Annual
Meeting and Tree Expo,
Sheraton Inn, Cherry Hill, NJ.
Contact: Bill Porter, (908) 2463210

Richard Augustyn,
President of Albiez
Insurance Agency, accepts
invitation to speak at the
New Jersey Shade Tree
Annual Meeting on
November 2.
The topic will be workers
compensation.

November 7-9 TCI EXPO '96,
New Charlotte Convention
Center, Charlotte, NC. Contact:
(800) 733-2622

Win a Trip to

L

'Ago-Jfl - Bring This Card
to the

TU

S[TOw!

You could win a fabulous trip for two to sun-drenched

four nights. and ground transfers. To become eligible to

Cancun. Mexico - one of the countrys hottest and hippest

win, all you have to do is enter! Simply complete and

resorts! The trip includes free round-trip airfare for two

return the card below to the Albiez Booth #1138 at the

from a U.S. city, hotel accommodations for five days and

TCI Expo 96 Show in November!

Contact Name:
Business Name:
Address:
City/State/ZIP:
Phone Number:

FAX number:

Remember to drop this card off at the Albiez
Insurance Agency Booth at the T(I EXPO '96

